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1A More words to learn

Headword Phonetics Translation 
text

Example sentence

Badge odznak
He was wearing a badge 
with his name on it..

chat (v) rozprávať sa
I chatted to other people  
while we waited.

embarrassing trápny
What has been your most  
embarrassing moment?

eyebrows obočie
He raised his  eyebrows in 
surprise. 

funeral pohreb
What song do you want to 
be played at your funeral?

have a date mať rande
Jane had a date on Friday 
– she went to a restaurant.

partner partner/ka
Speed-dating can help busy  
people to find a partner. 

raise zdvihnúť
He raised his  eyebrows in 
surprise.

trust
dôverovať, 
veriť

Don’t trust the smile, trust 
the actions.

More words in 1A

Headword Phonetics Translation 
text

Example sentence

agony bolesť, utrpenie
I had terrible toothache 
and I was in agony.

amused
rozveselený, 
pobavený

The baby giggles when 
he’s amused.

Assertive
asertívny, 
rozhodný

My boss is assertive, she 
has a strong personality. 

awkward nepríjemný
The atmosphere was awful  
-  it was all very awkward.

banker bankár
The men included a chef, a  
banker, and a novelist.

bell zvonček, zvon
A bell rings when it’s time 
for class to start.

bubbly temperamentný
At the speed dating event  
she seemed really bubbly.

complex (n) complex

I’m an egotistical maniac 
with an inferiority  
complex. 

complicated komplikovaný Finding a partner is a 



complicated process.

courtship dvorenie
They married after a year  
of courtship.

current súčasný, terajší
She doesn’t enjoy her  
current career.

deafening ohlušujúci
The music in the club was 
deafening.

discotheque diskotéka
We went dancing at a local  
discotheque 

double (v)
zdvojnásobiť 
(sa)

The company doubled 
profits last year. 

edit upraviť
If you could edit your past,  
what would you change?

egotistical sebecký

I’m an egotistical maniac 
with an inferiority  
complex.

eliminate odstrániť
You can eliminate an 
option if it looks wrong.

event akcia, udalosť
The organizers of the event 
suggested a list of topics.

evolve vyvinúť (sa)
It is a ritual which has  
evolved over the centuries.

exchange vymeniť si 
We exchanged telephone  
numbers.

farewell rozlúčenie
The Commodores never did  
a farewell tour.

frenzied besný, zúriaci
The shark was  frenzied 
,attacking the surfer. 

fresh čerstvý

He has food poisoning – 
those prawns weren’t  
fresh.

grimace
grimasa, 
úškľabok

Her grimace showed she 
wasn’t impressed. 

guilty previnilý
Lionel feels guilty about  
not being there for his kids.

guy chlapík
I went on one date with a 
guy who teaches Maths. 

housekeeper gazdiná

A housekeeper would 
improve the quality of my 
life.

imaginative
originálny, 
nápaditý

I tried to think of  
imaginative questions to  
ask.

impression dojem
I was worried I wouldn’t  
give the right impression.

inferiority menejcennosť

I’m an egotistical maniac 
with an inferiority 
complex. 

injection injekcia
I’d been to the dentist, and 
I’d had an injection.

Labour
labouristická 
strana

I work for the Labour 
party.

management 
consultant

poradca pre 
oblasť riadenia

He’s a  management  
consultant in the City.

maniac maniak

I’m an egotistical maniac 
with an inferiority  
complex. 

match (n)
partia, 
kombinácia

They are  a perfect match 
– they share 



overuse (v)
príliš často 
používať

What words or phrases do  
you most overuse?

participants účastníci

According to the  
participants, the meeting 
was good. 

posed
vydávať sa (ako 
kto)

Journalists posed as 
students to investigate the  
story. 

possession vlastníctvo
What’s your most  
treasured possession?

pre-prepared predpripravený
Have a list of pre-prepared 
questions ready.

pre-school (n) škôlka
I was terrified on my first  
day at pre-school.

proposed požiadať o ruku

I proposed in Paris, then 
we got married the next  
day!

prospective eventuálny
She met some prospective 
partners speed-dating.

publishes publikovať
Every week The Guardian 
publishes a short story. 

quick-fire bleskový
The politician was asked  
quick-fire questions.

ritual rituál
The  ritual has evolved  
over many years.

scorecard

lístok na 
zapisovanie 
výsledkov

Put a tick in the ‘yes’ box 
on a scorecard.

shift (n) zmena
I had the breakfast shift – I  
had to go in at five a.m. 

smoothly
hladko, bez 
problémov

The conversation ran very  
smoothly.

solo sólový
Lionel Richie was  
successful as a solo singer.

speed-dating rýchlozoznamka

In recent years speed-
dating has become 
popular.

treasured vzácny
What’s your most  
treasured possession?

tricks kanadský žart
He  plays tricks on his  
colleagues all the time. 

type typ
I’m sorry, your not my 
type.

unknown neznámy

Guess the meaning of an 
unknown word from 
context.

unmarried slobodný/á My aunt is unmarried.

watchful všímavý
The supervisor has a 
watchful eye. 

1B Vocabulary Bank Personality

Headword Phonetics Translation 
text

Example sentence



adventurous dobrodružný
I’m not adventurous 
enough to try speed-dating!

arrogant arogantný
It’s very arrogant to think 
you’re better than her.

as hard as nails 
tvrdý, 
neoblomný

You can’t upset Anna, she’s  
as hard as nails.

assertive priebojný
I wish I was more assertive,  
not so afraid to speak.

bad-tempered hnevlivý
It isn’t you he’s angry with,  
he’s just bad-tempered.

calm pokojný
It’s important to keep calm 
in an emergency.

cheerful veselý
I love visiting my gran,  
she’s always so cheerful.

cold fish psí ňufák
Joe’s a bit of a cold fish:  
he seems rather unfriendly.

conscientious svedomitý
She’ll do a good job, she’s  
very conscientious.

easy-going tolerantný
She’s  quite easy-going -  
relaxed about most things.

eccentric výstredný
I had an eccentric aunt  
who used to sing opera.

forgetful zábudlivý
Grandad can’t help being 
forgetful, he’s getting old. 

funny zábavný

He thinks he’s funny, but  
no one else can see the  
joke.

heart of gold zlaté srdce
Janice has got a heart of  
gold, she helps everyone.

immature detinský
Grow up - stop being so 
immature.

impulsive impulzívny
You’re too impulsive, you 
should think before you act.

insecure

neistý (s 
chýbajúcim 
sebavedomím)

Hannah isn’t a confident  
child, I think she’s  
insecure.

insincere pokrytecký
Don’t believe what Greg 
says, he’s totally insincere.

loyal lojálny
Jenny’s very loyal, she 
never says anything unkind.  

moody náladový
You’re so moody – I never  
know what to expect.

open-minded prístupný
My dad accepts  new ideas,  
he’s quite open-minded.

optimistic optimistický
I’m quite optimistic about 
moving to London.

pain in the neck 
She’s  a real pain in the 
neck -  she’s so difficult.

pessimistic pesimistický
I’m pessimistic. I always  
expect the worst.

possessive majetnícky
Don’t be so possessive, she 
needs a bit of freedom.

reliable spoľahlivý
Brian is very reliable he 
does what he says. 

rely spoliehať sa
I’m asking you because I  
know I can rely on you.

reserved zdržanlivý
She’s not unfriendly, just a  
bit reserved, that’s all.



self-confident
sebaistý, 
sebavedomý

Being self-confident is a  
good thing.

 sensible rozumný
She’s far too sensible to 
agree to that.

sensitive citlivý
Don’t mention his results,  
he’s feeling a bit sensitive. 

stubborn tvrdohlavý
They’re both stubborn as 
each other. 

vain namyslený
Anna is so vain, she looks  
at herself in every mirror. 

well-balanced vyrovnaný
It’s important to be well-
balanced.

wise múdry
I need someone wise to 
advise me. 

1B More words to learn

Headword Phonetics Translation 
text

Example sentence

childhood detstvo
I had a very happy 
childhood.

deduce
vyvodzovať, 
vydedukovať  

A psychic can deduce a lot  
from your appearance.

handwriting rukopis, písmo
Clear handwriting is really  
important.

illegible nečitateľný His signature is  illegible. 

initials iniciály
My signature contains my 
surname and initials.

psychic jasnovidec
The psychic says I’ll  
become very rich.

secretive tajnostársky
He’s very secretive, he 
won’t tell anyone.

sign (v) podpísať (sa)
Some people actually sign 
in capital letters.

signature podpis
Put your  signature here,  
please.

trick finta
He uses all the tricks of the 
trade to make money

More words in 1B
Headword Phonetics Translation 

text
Example sentence

ability schopnosť

A self-confident person 
feels sure about their  
ability.

academic akademický
He enjoys academic life –  
studying is his dream.

adapt prispôsobiť (sa)
You need to adapt your 
way of life.

all-time 
rekordný, 
absolútny

‘Yesterday’ is an all-time 
favourite



ambition ambícia
His greatest ambition is to 
be a world-class pianist.

unambitious neambiciózny
I don’t he’ll get very far.  
He’s totally unambitious.

angle uhol
The angle of a signature is  
significant.

bad-mannered zle vychovaný

He’s terribly bad-
mannered – he never says  
please.

companion spoločník

The best companion is  
someone who doesn’t  
speak.

confirm 
potvrdiť, 
potvrdzovať

Statistics confirm that  
drinking is a  serious  
problem.

conflict (n) konflikt
He doesn’t argue, he tends 
to avoid conflict.

considerate ohľaduplný

I wish they were more  
considerate, they’re so 
noisy. 

creative kreatívny
Fiona’s very creative, her  
drawings are beautiful.

descending zostupný

Most signatures are  
horizontal, rising, or  
descending.

dyslexic dyslektik
She’s not good with words 
– she’s dyslexic.

evidence dôkaz(y)
Rewriting evidence is a  
technique used by psychics.

faced (with) čeliť (niečomu)
I  have a tendency to give  
up when faced with stress. 

flattering lichotivý
All these compliments are  
so  flattering.

genuine skutočný, pravý

That psychic isn’t  
genuine, nothing she said 
was true.

graphology grafológia
Do you think graphology is  
a serious science?

horizontal horizontálny
There is a horizontal line 
across the page. 

identify rozpoznať
Psychics often ‘identify’ 
common medical problems.

imply
naznačovať, 
znamenať

A legible signature implies 
that you have clear ideas.

impressive pôsobivý

Coming up with a few 
names is always  
impressive.

inherit (z)dediť
She inherited the skill from 
her grandmother.

investigate vyšetrovať
A detective investigates  
crimes.

judge (v) posudzovať

She is just very good at  
judging people’s  
character. 

lack postrádať
I  lack self confidence – I  
need to practice more.

lecture prednáška
I went to a lecture on 
Shakespeare.

legible čitateľný Her writing is very clear,  



its so legible.

low nízky
Taxes are very low in 
Japan, around 5%.

major (adj) vážnejší
He lived to 100 without any 
major illnesses.

method metóda
His teaching method is  
very unusual. 

objective (n) cieľ
I have clear study 
objectives. 

overcome
zdolať, 
prekonať

Work hard, and  overcome 
your money problems.

paranormal nevysvetliteľný
I don’t believe in ghosts or 
paranormal acts

paraphrasing prerozprávať
If you don’t know the word,  
try paraphrasing.

persona osobnosť
He’s very protective of his  
private persona.

powerful silný
The accident had a 
powerful effect on me.

preferably najlepšie
I’d like to meet someone  
new,  preferably my age.

prominent 
predný, 
prominentný

He was a prominent  
member of the local  
community.

reflect
odraziť, 
odrážať

Your signature reflects how 
you are as a person.

represent
predstavovať, 
stelesňovať 

The lion represents 
bravery.

satisfied spokojný
I’m  satisfied with my life  
at the moment.

scar jazva
He has a scar from his  
operation.

sceptical skeptický
I’m  sceptical about  
psychics’ claims.

self-esteem 
mienka o sebe 
samom

She has low self-esteem,  
she needs some help.

sincere úprimný
I believe he’s being sincere 
when he says he loves me.

sociable spoločenský
If you are sociable, you 
have more friends.

stable (adj) stabilný
She’s an emotionally stable 
person – not easily upset.

statement vyhlásenie

The police released a 
statement after the  
robbery.

strategy stratégia
Sometimes waiting is the  
best strategy. 

surgery operácia
Plastic surgery repairs  
badly-damaged skin. 

techniques 
techniky, 
postupy

I studied some of the  
techniques used by 
psychics.

temporary dočasný
There was a  temporary 
loss of sound.

tempted v pokušení
I’m tempted to have plastic 
surgery. 

tend mať sklon
I tend to listen to classical  
music in the evening.



tendency 
tendencia, 
sklon

He has a tendency to avoid 
answering questions.

tricks of the trade 
kumšt (ľudí od 
remesla)

The con-man used all the  
tricks of the trade.

unambitious neambiciózny
He won’t succeed,  he’s  
totally unambitious.

unsociable nespoločenský
Don’t be so unsociable,  
come with us to the pub.

1C Vocabulary Bank Illness and Treatment
Headword Phonetics Translation 

text
Example sentence

A & E (Accident 
and Emergency) pohotovosť

You’d better go to A & 
E for an X-ray..

ache bolieť

I’ve had stomach ache 
all day, and I’ve been 
sick.

allergic alergický
Tom’s allergic to nuts,  
they make him really ill.

ankle členok

Dave twisted his ankle 
playing football  
yesterday.

antibiotics antibiotiká

The doctor gave me 
some antibiotics for my 
sore ear.

asthma astma
My asthma gets worse  
when I do exercise.

bandage obväz, bandáž
I don’t need a bandage,  
it’s only a small cut.

be sick byť chorý
I feel awful, I think I’m 
going to be sick.

bleed krvácať
Press the cut firmly  –  it  
won’t bleed so much. 

blister pľuzgier
I’ve got a blister on my 
heel from my new shoes.

bruise modrina

Look at this bruise on 
my leg where I fell off  
my bike!

burnt popáliť sa
She’s burnt her hand on 
the oven.

catch cold nachladnúť
You’ll catch cold if you 
go out without a coat.

cough kašľať

If you didn’t smoke, you 
wouldn’t cough so  
much.

deep cut hlboká rana

That’s quite a deep cut,  
I think it will need 
stitches.

diarrhoea hnačka
He got diarrhoea when 
he had  food poisoning. 

dizzy majúci závrať
I’m feeling dizzy, I think 
I ought to sit down.

drug liek

There’s a new drug 
available to treat  
arthritis.



earache bolesť ucha
My earache has affected 
my hearing.

fainted omdlieť
Two soldiers fainted 
because of the heat.

feel sick 
robiť sa 
nevoľno

I feel sick – are you 
sure that fish was fresh?

flu chrípka

Flu can be a very  
serious illness for old  
people.

food poisoning otrava jedlom
She got food poisoning 
from eating chicken.

GP praktický lekár
If you think you have 
flu, go to your GP. 

headache bolesť hlavy

A headache is the most  
common health  
problem.

heart attack
srdcový 
záchvat

Stress can make you  at  
risk of having a heart  
attack.

high blood 
pressure 

vysoký krvný 
tlak

High blood pressure 
can lead to having a 
stroke.

hurt (intransitive) bolieť

I’ve got a really sore  
throat, it hurts when I  
swallow.

illness choroba

People suffer from more 
illnesses as they get  
older.

Injection injekcia
You can get an injection 
to protect you from flu.

injuries zranenia

He  was taken to 
hospital, his injuries 
were serious.

medicine liek, medicína

Take this medicine once  
a day until you feel  
better..

needle ihla

She refused the  
injection, she’s terrified  
of needles.

operation operácia

You’ll need an 
operation to repair your 
knee.

pain (in his chest) bolesť, bolesti

You should always take  
a pain in the chest  
seriously.

painkillers
lieky proti 
bolestiam

Take some painkillers 
and go to bed.

rash vyrážka

She gets a red rash all  
over if she eats  
strawberries.

rest oddych, pokoj

It’s important to get  
plenty of rest when 
you’re ill. 

scan
ultrazvukové 
vyšetrenie

I had another scan 
today – they said the  
baby’s well. 

sneeze kýchnuť , kýchať
sore throat bolesť v hrdle I’ve got a really sore 

throat, it hurts when I  



swallow.

specialist
špecialista, 
špecialistka

My doctor is sending me 
to see a specialist.

sprained vyvrtnúť si
I haven’t broken it, I’ve  
just sprained my ankle. 

stitches stehy

I went to hospital to  
have my stitches taken 
out? 

stomach ache bolesť žalúdka

I’m never eating fish 
again – I had  stomach 
ache.

stroke
mozgová 
porážka

He’s had a stroke – his 
right side is paralyzed.

swollen opuchnutý

Her wrist looks very  
swollen - perhaps it’s  
broken.

symptoms symptómy

Pains in the chest can 
be symptoms of a heart  
attack.

temperature teplota
He’s got a temperature 
and his body aches.

treatment
liečba, 
ošetrenie

The best treatment I can 
suggest is to drink  
water. 

twisted vytknúť si

She twisted her ankle  
when she tripped over  
the cat.

unconscious v bezvedomí
He can’t hear me – I  
think he’s unconscious.

wound
poranenie, 
rana

I’ll cover the wound 
with a bandage to keep 
it clean.

X-ray röntgen

When they took an X-
ray, they discovered a 
break.

More words to learn
Headword Phonetics Translation 

text
Example sentence

breathe dýchať

Breathe deeply so I  
can listen to your  
lungs.

cells bunky

‘Good stress’ can aid  
proteins that repair  
cells.

choke dusiť sa

Use the Heimlich  
manoeuvre if he’s  
choking.

damage poškodiť

Experts agree that  
smoking damages 
your health.

long-term dlhodobý
Long-term stress is  
bad for your health.

panic zmätkovať
Peter was choking – I  
began to panic.



sting (stung, 
stung) uštipnúť

My son was stung by 
a wasp when he was 
five.

strengthen posilniť

‘Good stress’ can 
strengthen our  
natural defences.

stuck uviaznuť

One of the tomatoes 
got stuck in Peter’s  
throat.

swallow (v) prehltnúť
I almost swallowed 
my tongue when I fell.

More words in 1C

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example  
sentence

achievement úspech

The award gave us a 
sense of  
achievement.

Alzheimer’s Alzheimerova choroba

Alzheimer’s is a  
disease common 
among old people.

anti-ageing proti stárnutiu

Dr Marios Kyriazis  
is an anti-ageing 
expert.

antiseptic dezinfekčný

If you have a cut,  
put some antiseptic 
cream on it.

appointment schôdzka

Did you make an 
appointment to see 
the doctor?

arthritis artritída
A lot of old people  
suffer from arthritis.

beneficial prospešný

He claims ‘good 
stress’ is beneficial 
to our health.

burn popálenina

You should never  
break any blisters  
on a burn.

check-up kompletná prehliadka

It’s a good idea to 
get a check-up from 
your dentist. 

cherry čerešňa

There was a cherry 
on the top of my 
dessert.

chronic chronický

Caring for someone  
with a chronic 
illness is hard. 

claims tvrdiť

Dr Kyriazis claims 
that ‘good stress’ is  
beneficial.

consciousness vedomie

If drink too much 
alcohol you can lose  
consciousness.



couch pohovka, gauč

I don’t feel well –  
I’ll just lie down on 
the couch.

deadline konečný termín

Working  to a  
deadline is an 
example of ‘good 
stress’.

disease choroba, ochorenie
Cholera is a deadly  
disease.

exhausted vyčerpaný

I’m exhausted! I’ve  
just swum 40 lengths  
of the pool.

glad byť rád

I was glad I could 
help when the 
woman was choking.

giggle chichotať sa

‘Look at me, Mum,’  
giggled my three-
year old son.

gradually postupne

His health is  
gradually 
improving.

harmful škodlivý

There are a lot of 
harmful chemicals  
in cigarettes.

hug objatie

I just put my arm 
round the lady and 
gave her a hug.

infection infekcia

Clean the wound 
thoroughly to 
prevent infection.

inwards dovnútra
The sides of the well  
collapsed inwards.

manoeuvre manéver

Use the Heimlich  
manoeuvre if she’s  
choking.

manual príručka, manuál

Do you have an 
instruction  manual  
for the PC?

mechanism mechanizmus
The body has a self-
repair mechanism.

member člen

There are five  
members in my 
family.

moderate (adj) mierny

You need to bake 
this at moderate  
heat.  

nosebleed krvácanie z nosa

To stop a nosebleed,  
sit down and pinch 
your nose.

patient (n) pacient

The new hospital  
will have beds for  
1,500 patients.

pinch (s)tlačiť

To stop a nosebleed,  
sit down and pinch 
your nose. plaster

poisoning otrava

He has food 
poisoning – he ate  
some raw pork.

pressure tlak Nosebleeds can be a 



symptom of high 
blood pressure.

process (n) proces, priebeh
Studying language 
is a slow  process.

protein proteín (bielkovina)

Cells produce 
proteins which 
repair damage.

puppy šteniatko

We’ve had our dog 
since he was a 
puppy.

reach doraziť, dostať sa

I can’t stop, I’m in a  
hurry to reach the 
airport.

reaction reakcia

He had  an allergic  
reaction when he 
ate nuts.

redecorating
znovu 
vymaľovať/vytapetovať

We’re redecorating 
our bedroom this  
weekend.

remain zostať

A  piece of steak 
remained stuck in 
her throat.

response odozva, reakcia

His response to the 
question was very  
rude. 

rush ponáhľať sa

I saw what was  
happening and 
rushed over to help.

self-repair samoopravný

The self-repair 
mechanism of cells  
slows down.

short-term (adj) krátkodobý

It’s just a  short-
term solution, but a  
good one.

staff zamestnanci,personál

The ambulance staff 
told me exactly what  
to do.

switch (v) prepnúť (tu:zapnúť)
Switch on the light,  
it’s dark in here.

treat (badly) zaobchádzať

When we treat our  
body badly, we 
damage it.

waist pás (časť tela)
He put his arms 
round her waist.

wasp osa

My son was stung by 
a wasp when he was 
five.

File 2 Vocabulary Bank Clothes

Headword Phonetics Translation 
text

Example 
sentence

bow mašľa I’m not sure I like  
the big velvet bow 
on the back of this  



dress.

cardigan
kardigán, 
svetrík

Take a cardigan 
with you, it might  
get cold if the sun 
goes in.

checked
károvaný, 
kockovaný

Pete’s wearing 
those awful  
checked trousers  
again.

collar golier

It’s a nice shirt,  
but the collar’s too 
tight.

cotton
bavlna, 
bavlnený

Wearing cotton 
clothes is the best  
way to keep cool in 
summer.

denim džínsovina

Denim cloth,  
which originated 
in France, is very  
hard-wearing.

dress up nahodiť sa

Do we have to 
dress up for  
dinner, or can I  
wear my jeans?

dressed to kill
vyparádený, 
vyfintený

Susi’s dressed to  
kill tonight – she’ll  
certainly be 
noticed!

fit sedieť, pasovať

I must be putting 
on weight, this  
shirt doesn’t fit me 
any more.

fits her like a 
glove  

/    padnúť ako 
uliaty

That suit fits her  
like a glove, she 
had it especially  
made for her

fur kožušina

I would never  
wear a fur coat – 
fur belongs on 
animals, not  
people.

get changed preobliecť sa

I won’t be long, I  
just need to get 
changed into some 
clean clothes.

get dressed obliecť sa

Hurry up and get  
dressed, or you’ll  
miss the school  
bus.

get undressed vyzliecť sa

I’ll read a story  
after you’ve got  
undressed and are 
ready for bed.

hang up povesiť

I wish you’d hang 
up your coat  
instead of leaving 
it on the chair.

hooded s kapucňou You aren’t allowed 
to wear hooded 



tops in some 
shopping centres.

in your shoes

na tvojom 
mieste, v tvojej 
koži

That sounds like a  
difficult situation. I  
wouldn’t like to be  
in your shoes.

leather koža

I only wear leather 
shoes, plastic ones 
make my feet hurt.

linen ľan, ľanový

George has bought  
a really expensive  
and stylish linen 
suit.

long (short) 
sleeved

dlhý (krátky) 
rukáv

That’s Henry over  
there, in the blue 
long-sleeved 
jumper.

loose voľný

You should wear  
loose clothing 
when you go to the 
gym.

lycra lykra

If he wants to be a 
serious cyclist,  
he’ll need to buy 
some lycra shorts!

matches pasovať, ladiť

Your bag matches 
your shoes –  
they’re exactly the  
same colour.

materials materially

Man-made 
materials are 
better quality than 
they were 20 years  
ago.

nylon nylon

I’m looking for a  
white nylon 
running vest.

old-fashioned staromódny

That tie’s very old-
fashioned – people 
don’t wear wide 
ones any more.

pattern vzor

I don’t like the  
pattern on this  
carpet, the stripes  
are too narrow.

patterned vzorkovaný

If you’re wearing 
a patterned shirt,  
you should wear a 
plain tie.

plain 
hladký, bez 
vzoru

If you’re wearing 
a patterned shirt,  
you should wear a 
plain tie.

pull his socks up
pustiť sa do 
práce

He will have to 
pull his socks up if  
he wants to pass  
the exam.

rucksack batoh, ruksak Have you got a  
good rucksack to  



take on your 
walking holiday?

sandals sandály

Don’t forget to 
pack some sandals 
to wear on the 
beach.

scarf šatka, šál

It’s very cold and 
windy, put a scarf 
round your neck  
when you go out.

scruffy
otrhaný, 
zanedbaný

He looks really  
scruffy – his  
clothes are old and 
he hasn’t shaved.

silk
hodváb, 
hodvábny

I love silk shirts,  
but I hate ironing 
them.

sleeveless bez rukávov

Joanna looked 
gorgeous in a 
sleeveless linen 
dress and 
matching jacket.

slippers /"slIp@z/ papuče       

smart
elegantný, 
upravený

Jeff always looks 
so smart in his  
army uniform!

spotted bodkovaný

Only my brother 
could wear a 
spotted shirt with a  
striped jacket.

stockings pančuchy

Not many people  
wear stockings 
these days – tights  
are more popular.

striped pásikovaný

Only my brother 
could wear a 
spotted shirt with a  
striped jacket.

style štýl

The styles invented 
by young English  
people are often  
outrageous.

stylish štýlový

George has bought  
a really expensive  
and stylish linen 
suit.

suede
semiš, 
semišový

I’m getting mum 
some new suede 
slippers for her  
birthday.

suit (n) oblek, kostým

George has bought  
a really expensive  
and stylish linen 
suit.

suits (v)
pristať, 
pasovať

That skirt really  
suits you – you 
look great in it.

swimsuit (dámske) 
plavky

When I got to the  
pool, I realized I’d  



forgotten my  
swimsuit.

tight 
tesný, 
priliehavý

These shoes are a 
bit tight, I should 
have bought the 
bigger size.

trendy módny

She’s very trendy 
– she always 
wears the latest  
fashions.

velvet
zamat, 
zamatový

I’m not sure I like  
the big velvet bow 
on the back of this  
dress.

vest tielko, tričko

I’m looking for a  
white nylon 
running vest.

V-neck 
výstrih v tvare 
V

Have you got a  
blue V-neck 
woollen jumper in  
a size 10?

woollen vlnený

Have you got a  
blue V-neck  
woollen jumper in 
a size 10?

2A More words to learn

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

burst out 
laughing vybuchnúť smiechom   

We both looked at his  
clothes, and burst out  
laughing.

characteristics vlastnosť

Politeness is one of the  
characteristics of  
Englishness.

costume kostým
Goths often wear black  
costumes.

neurotic neurotický
She’s quite neurotic –  
always worrying.

research výskum

In fact, the research 
showed the Spanish to 
be only averagely  
extrovert.

slightly troche
I found the article  
slightly boring.

stereotype stereotyp

In many countries  there  
are  jokes based on 
national stereotypes.

survey (n) prieskum

A worldwide survey has  
cast doubt on national  
stereotypes.

take (yourself) 
seriously brať sa vážne

It is very important for  
the English not to take 
themselves too  
seriously.



tribe kmeň

Would a ‘tribe’ of young 
people be able to laugh 
at the way they dress?

More words in 2A

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

achieve dosiahnuť

We are very optimistic, we 
think we can achieve 
anything.

afford dovoliť si
I can’t afford to buy those,  
they are too expensive.

alike podobný
We’re all much more alike 
than we think we are!

anthropologist antropológ

The anthropologist spent  
twelve years researching  
English culture.

appreciate vážiť si

We appreciate originality in 
dress even if we do not  
individually have it.

beige béžový
That idiot spilt red wine on  
my beige linen suit!

cast doubt on spochybniť 

A worldwide survey has cast  
doubt on national  
stereotypes.

category kategória
Which category doe this CD 
go in - rock, or pop?

ceremonial slávnostný

They make excellent high-
class men’s suits and 
ceremonial costume.

compliment (v) pochváliť
People often compliment us 
on our good manners. 

conspicuous nápadný

We wears highly  
conspicuous clothes – 
they’re so bright.

cope zvládnuť

Their business is unable to  
cope with the increased  
workload.

current súčasný
What are the current 
fashions?

distant vzdialený

He’s very interested in the  
distant past, rather than 
trying to move on.

dysfunctional nefunkčný

Their family has problems -  
too many dysfunctional 
relationships.

eccentric výstredný
My great uncle is very  
eccentric. 

elderly postarší

The old and the elderly are 
best looked after in 
residential homes.

emigration
vysťahovalectvo, 
emigrácia  

Historically there has always  
been a lot of emigration.

establish stanoviť A team of psychologists used  
personality tests to establish 



the data.

generalize zovšeobecňovať  

It’s difficult to generalize 
about young people - they 
are so different.

hard-working pracovitý

We are also very hard-
working – people here live to 
work.

heritage dedičstvo

As a nation we’re very proud 
of our identity and our 
cultural heritage.

high-class prvotriedny

The tailor makes  high-class 
men’s suits and ceremonial  
costume.

high-heeled
s vysokými 
podpätkami

I want to get some high-
heeled shoes to wear with my 
new black dress.

imitate napodobňovať

The styles invented by young 
people are often imitated by 
designers.

inability neschopnosť

Many English people have an 
inability to learn foreign 
languages.

inaccurate nepresný

The information you gave 
was  inaccurate and 
unhelpful.

individualist individualista

I think we are strong 
individualists – we want as 
few rules as possible. 

Inherited zdediť (tu:zdedil)

Personally, I think I have  
inherited the typical  
optimism and drive.

innovative inovačný
MP3 players are examples of  
‘innovative technology’.

inventive vynaliezavý
He’s really  inventive, he 
built a wind-up radio.

linked spojený
The companies are closely  
linked.

macabre strašidelný, desivý
The Goths wear macabre 
black costumes.

marginalized prehliadaný

Some communities  feel  
marginalized by the rest of  
society. 

materialistic materialistický

He’s extremely materialistic,  
he’s only interested in  
making money.

measure (n) miera
The measure of success for 
most people here is money.

melancholy melanchólia

On the other hand, we do 
have a tendency to  
melancholy.

multi-ethnic multietnický
London has a very  multi-
ethnic population.

nostalgic nostalgický
She’s quite nostalgic – she 
often speaks about the past.

outrageous poburujúci

His dress sense is  
outrageous - I’m shocked by 
his appearance.

pale bledý
I got a pale grey suede jacket  
in the sale, it only cost £35.



patriotic vlastenecký

English people are very  
patriotic, especially during 
sporting events.

range pohybovať sa
Our prices range from £30 
to £80 for a pair of jeans.

(no) regard (for) (bez) ohľadu (na)

The Queen wears what she  
likes, with no regard for 
peoples’ opinions.

reputation povesť

The English have an 
international reputation for 
dressing badly.

reserved (adj) zdržanlivý
John is really reserved, he 
won’t talk to strangers at all.

(in many) 
respects

(v mnohých) 
ohľadoch

I think I’m typical in many 
respects, I like the same as 
everyone else.

scenery scenéria

The Highlands have some of  
the most beautiful scenery in 
the world.

specific konkrétny

Can you be more specific 
about when you last saw 
him?

street-fashion pouličná móda
Street fashion is mostly  
influenced by urban music.

tendency sklon, tendencia

On the other hand, we do 
have a tendency to be 
melancholy.

tolerant tolerantný

I would say that we are  
basically very tolerant and 
open-minded.

unwillingness neochota
She shows an  unwillingness 
to learn foreign languages!

vampire upír
Dracula is the most  
famous fictional vampire 

vice versa naopak, obrátene  

Do you think women pay 
more attention than men, or  
vice versa?

weakness slabosť
His main weakness is that he  
won’t share information.

2B More words to learn

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

be about to chystať sa
I was totally convinced  
that we were about to die.

cabin kabína

During the turbulence,  
bags flew around the 
cabin.

cling (clung) držať sa
Passengers desperately  
clung to their seats. 

miracle zázrak

It’s a miracle that nobody 
was heard in the  
emergency landing.

scream (za)kričať Suddenly one of the flight  
attendants screamed,  



‘We’re going to crash!’

shortage nedostatok

There is always a  
shortage of wheelchairs  
for people who need  
them.

stagger (za)potácať sa
We all staggered off the 
plane in a state of shock.

swan labuť

A swan or any large bird  
can easily cause an 
accident to an aeroplane.

turbulence turbulencia

The passengers were  
relaxing when the plane 
hit some turbulence.

wheelchair invalidný vozík  

There is always a  
shortage of wheelchairs 
for people who need them

More words in 2B

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

abort prerušiť

If the pilot has a problem,  
he has very little time to  
abort the take off.

accelerate urýchliť

There is a critical  
moment when the plane is  
accelerating.

airline aerolínie

There is a sensible  
drinking policy on all  
airlines.

aisle ulička
You can usually ask for a  
window or aisle seat.

anecdote anekdota
He told me an anecdote 
about his time as a pilot. 

anonymous anonymný

‘Air Babylon’ is a best  
selling book, written by 
an anonymous author.

board paluba

Have you ever had a 
serious problem with a 
passenger on board?

chaos chaos

In the 30 minutes of  
chaos, passengers  
desperately clung to their  
seats.

consequence dôsledok

We often use ‘so’ /  
‘such’… (‘that’) to  
express a consequence.

controllers kontrolóri

It is important for pilots  
and controllers to have 
good clear English.

convention dohovor

Most countries respect  
the convention and their 
pilots speak in English.

co-pilot druhý pilot

It was the  co-pilot who 
landed the aircraft, as the  
pilot was ill. 



courtesy pozornosť

We received a free flight  
courtesy of  British 
Airways.

crew posádka

Most air crew enjoy their  
jobs – although 
passengers can be 
difficult.

customs colná prehliadka  

The flight has landed,  
they’re just waiting to go 
through customs now.

cut-price zlacnený

‘Ryanair’ and ‘Easyjet’  
were two of the first cut-
price airlines.

damage škoda

In some cases birds can 
do some damage to 
engines.

declare precliť

The customs official  
asked, ‘Do you have 
anything to declare?’

delay meškanie
There was such a long 
delay because of fog.

departures odlety,odjazdy

Passengers leave from 
Departures and arrive at  
Arrivals.

distinctly zreteľne, jasne
I distinctly remember  
having met you before.

events udalosti

Can you just go through 
the main events of the 
story again?

exit východ

It’s definitely worth 
listening to the  
information about  
emergency exits.

force (pri)nútiť

The company had to force 
their pilots to speak in  
English.

fumes dym
If there’s a fire there will  
be smoke and fumes.

imposing impozantný

He looked very imposing,  
nearly two metres tall and  
dressed in black.

incapable neschopný
I felt terrible – incapable 
of doing anything at all.

incapacitated zneschopnený

What would happen if a 
pilot and co-pilot were 
both incapacitated?

luggage batožina

Some airports are  
notorious for losing 
passengers’ luggage.

major hlavný

Birds are one of the  
major problems for any 
airport.

martial bojový
Steven Seagal is a martial 
arts expert.

nap zdriemnutie

I’d been reading my book 
and my partner had been 
having a nap.

navigation navigačný Basic navigation 
equipment is very  



dangerous in a plane.

notorious neslávne známy

Some airports are  
notorious for losing 
passengers’ luggage.

poisoning otrava

Once I was on a 13-hour 
flight and I got food 
poisoning after six hours.

policy prístup, politika

There is a sensible  
drinking policy on all  
airlines.

porter nosič

We had such heavy cases  
that we had to ask for a 
porter.

reclaim vyzdvihnúť

After you have arrived  
you go baggage reclaim 
to pick up your luggage.

recover spamätať sa

I slept so badly in the  
plane that it took me two 
days to recover.

seatbelt bezpečnostný pás

Airlines recommend  
wearing  your belt even if  
the seatbelt light is off.

simulator letový trenažér
Pilots have to practise on  
a simulator before flying.

simultaneous
súčasne 
prebiehajúci

Check-in staff can talk to  
each other via  
simultaneous email.

snacks ľahké jedlo
A flight attendant brought  
us some hot snacks.

Snore chrápať

And, as every flight  
attendant knows, a 
snoring plane is a happy 
plane.

sprint šprintovať
I had to sprint to catch 
the train this morning. 

surviving prežiť

The chances of surviving 
if your plane crashed into  
the sea are not high.

sword meč

When he got on board he 
was carrying an 
enormous samurai sword.

terminals terminály

Most big airports have  
several different buildings  
called terminals.

thunderstorms búrka

The wind often changes  
direction during 
thunderstorms and 
typhoons.

transatlantic transatlantický

The transatlantic flight  
from London to Las  
Vegas takes over ten  
hours.

transferred prevážaný

A lot of transferred 
luggage got left behind at  
Heathrow.

transported prepravovaný

Passengers are  
transported to the plane 
by a bus.

type (v) napísať (na He took a really long time 



počítači) to type the letter.

typhoons tajfúny

Thunderstorms and 
typhoons cause a lot of  
turbulence.

vital
nevyhnutný, 
životne dôležitý

It’s vital for pilots and 
controllers to have good 
English.

warning varovanie

There was no advance  
warning, so many people 
were not wearing belts.

waste (n) strata
He thought that studying 
was a  waste of time.

worth stáť za to, oplatiť sa

Is it really worth 
passengers wearing seat  
belts?

2C More words to learn

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

beg prosiť, prosíkať

She begged him 
anxiously to let her join 
him in New York.

bounce (v) hojdať

Mommy bounced him 
on her knee and told 
him what a good boy 
he was.

button tlačidlo

He pressed the black 
button to start the  
machine.

frantic šialená (od strachu)

‘Dad!’ she shouted 
angrily. ‘I’ve been  
frantic. You’re late 
again.’

hopeless at beznádejný

I’m hopeless at 
organizing, I bought a  
book to help me.

housekeeper gazdiná

‘He always has dinner  
at six,’ the  
housekeeper told the 
maid.

poodle pudel
He bought a new dog,  
a  poodle.

tear (tore, tore) trhať

He showed Little  
Brother™ how to tear 
the paper and open the 
boxes.

trip over potknúť sa

She tripped over the 
dog that was lying on 
the floor.

wrapped (up) zabaliť

I wrapped up all the 
presents on Christmas  
Eve.



More words in 2C

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

anxiously úzkostlivo

She begged him 
anxiously to let her  
join him in New York.

apart na kúsky

She tore the wrapping 
paper apart as she 
quickly opened her  
present.

applaud tlieskať

At the end of the  
concert, everybody  
applauded.

babbling bľabotať

Jack was  babbling 
baby talk and smiling 
his happy smile.

blocks kocky

He likes to build, he  
has  lots and lots of  
wooden blocks.

bomb bomba
My house looks as if  
it’s been hit by a bomb.

cracked prasknúť

The windshield  
cracked and popped 
out as the fire engine  
hit the wall.

demanded
žiadať, dožadovať 
sa

‘My God! How long 
has he been off?’  
Peter’s mother 
demanded.

firm pevný

Peter felt his mother’s  
firm grip on his  
shoulder.

generation gap generačný rozdiel  

It isn’t easy to bridge 
the generation gap 
between us.

gipsy cigán

The gipsy had warned 
her that she had no 
future with this man.

grab popadnúť

She grabbed Peter’s  
arm and spun him 
around.

gradually postupne

He gradually began to 
realise that she didn’t  
love him at all.

hard tvrdo, usilovne

He works very hard –  
at least ten hours a  
day.

hardly ťažko, sotva

Her French isn’t very  
good, she can hardly 
say anything.

hose hadica The fire engine had 
lights, a siren, and 



hoses just like the real  
thing.

howl skuvíňať

Little Brother™ started  
to cry, and soon he was  
howling.

hug objatie

Peter was so excited  
that he ran up and gave 
Little Brother™ a big 
hug.

immediately okamžite

She recognized the  
writing on the envelope  
immediately.

increasingly stále viac

Since his wife’s death  
his son had become 
increasingly difficult.

incredibly neuveriteľne

Have you seen this  
incredibly good 
looking man?

insect hmyz

Andrew swatted a few 
insects with his  
newspaper.

instead (na)miesto toho

She didn’t thank me for 
helping. Instead, she 
gave Tony a gift.

intentions zámery

You always have good 
intentions, but you 
don’t often do the 
work!

join pridať sa

She begged him 
anxiously to let her  
join him in New York.

lap lono

Mommy picked up 
Little Brother™ and 
sat him in her lap.

lifeless bez života

Suddenly, Little  
Brother™ was as  
lifeless as any ordinary 
doll.

limp bezvládny

Suddenly, Little  
Brother™ was limp on 
the floor – lifeless.

material látka, materiál

What sort of material 
is your coat made 
from?

packages balíky

The postman delivered 
two  packages this  
morning.

pat potľapkať
He was  patting the 
dog when it bit him.

place (v) položiť

Peter placed the bricks  
carefully one on top of  
the other.

Pleasure potešenie

He’s  reading for this  
book for pleasure, not  
for study.

pop (v) prasknúť
He popped the balloon 
with a pin. 

revenge pomsta ‘Revenge is sweet,’  
thought Jane as she cut  



up her husband’s new 
suit. 

romance románik

Holiday romances 
rarely last very long 
after the holiday is  
over.

(in a) row v rade, za sebou

Peter had wanted a  
Little Brother™ for  
three Christmases in a  
row.

scooped vziať

Mommy scooped up 
Little Brother™ and 
turned him on again.

servant sluha

They have a  
housekeeper and three  
servants to look after  
them.

siren siréna

The fire engine had 
lights, a siren, and 
hoses just like the real  
thing.

spanking
päťadvadsať (na 
zadok) 

He was given a 
spanking for breaking 
the toys.

spin točiť
She grabbed his arm 
and spun him around. 

stack (v) (na)skladať

Every time Peter had a 
few blocks stacked up,  
they fell over. 

surface povrch

Make sure you put the  
TV on a flat surface, so  
it doesn’t fall off.

swat pľasnúť

She swatted the 
mosquito that had been 
bothering us.

threaten vyhrážať (sa)
Peter threatened to  
turn the TV off.

toddle batoliť sa

Peter let Little  
Brother™ toddle over  
and knock down the 
tower.

tottering potácajúci sa

Little Brother™ took  
tottering baby steps  
toward Peter.

tremble triasť sa

Little Brother™ 
trembled and 
screeched louder than 
ever.

unbelievably neuveriteľne

She felt unbelievably 
happy as she stepped 
on board the ‘Titanic’.

wad (v) pokrčiť

Peter wadded the 
paper into angry balls  
and threw them into the  
wagon.

wagon vagón

My little boy likes to  
play with  a wagon and 
wooden blocks.

windshield predné/čelné sklo The windshield 



cracked in the crash.

wrinkled zvraštiť , zvráskavieť 

His face wrinkled up 
as if he were about to 
cry.

yell kričať ‘I’ll do it!’ he yelled.

Vocabulary Bank Crime and Punishment

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

acquit
zbaviť viny, 
oslobodiť

He was acquitted and 
allowed to go free.

arrest zatknúť

They were arrested and 
taken to a police  
station.

assassinate zavraždiť (úkladne)

President J F Kennedy 
was assassinated in  
1963.

assassination atentát
The  assassination of 
JFK shocked the world.

blackmail (n) vydieranie
He was convicted of  
blackmail.

blackmail (v) vydierať 

He was blackmailed 
into paying her to keep 
quiet.

blackmailer vydierač

The blackmailer said  
he would go to the 
newspapers.

break in / burgle vlámať sa

Someone broke in to  
our flat and stole my 
laptop.

bribe (n) úplatok

He was arrested for  
offering the policeman  
a bribe.

bribe (v) podplatiť

He tried to bribe me to 
keep quiet about the  
robbery.

bribery úplatkárstvo

The businessman was 
arrested on charges of  
bribery. 

burglar vlamač

The burglar who broke  
into our flat was only  
sixteen.

burglary lúpež, vlámanie

The burglary had a 
terrible effect on my 
mother.

capital punishment trest smrti

Britain abolished 
capital punishment in  
1965.

the death penalty trest smrti

Several states in the US 
still apply the death 
penalty.

catch (a criminal) chytiť (zločinca)

The burglar was 
caught as he tried to  
escape.

charge (v) obviniť, obžalovať
Carl and Adam were 
charged with murder.



commit spáchať

There was no proof  
that he had committed 
the crime.

community service verejné práce 

He was sentenced to  
100 hours of  
community service.

court súd

The mugger was 
charged and taken to 
court.

drug dealer
obchodník s 
drogami  

Drug dealers often 
hang around the street  
corners.

drug dealing obchod s drogami

The police take drug 
dealing very seriously  
here.

fine (n) pokuta

Don’t expect to get off  
with a fine if you’re  
caught.

fraud podvod

Three bank employees  
were found guilty of  
fraud.

guilty vinný  

Three bank employees  
were found guilty of  
fraud.

hijack uniesť 
Two men tried to  
hijack the plane.

hijacker únosca

The hijacker wanted 
the government to free  
prisoners.

hijacking unesenie, unášanie

Hijacking is difficult  
because of increased  
security.

investigate vyšetrovať

The  police  
investigated the crime 
last year.

judge sudca

The judge sentenced  
the rapist to 15 years in  
prison.

jury porota

The kidnapper was 
found guilty by the  
jury.

kidnap uniesť (osobu)

A woman walked in 
and tried to kidnap a 
baby.

kidnapper únosca

The kidnapper was 
found guilty by the  
jury.

kidnapping únos, unášanie

We were warned that  
kidnapping was 
common here.

life sentence
odsúdený na 
doživotie

The murderer was  
given a life sentence.

manslaughter zabitie

When a killing is not  
intentional it is  
manslaughter.

mug prepadnúť

Someone tried to mug 
my sister and steal her  
mobile. 

mugger zlodej, lupič The mugger was 



charged and taken to 
court.

mugging
(lúpežné) 
prepadnutie

Mugging can be a 
problem in the city  
centre.

murder (n) vražda

We  abolished capital  
punishment for murder 
in 1965.

murder (v) (za)vraždiť

She murdered her  
husband because he 
tried to leave.

murderer vrah
The murderer was 
given a life sentence.

not guilty nevinný  
He was accused of  
rape, found not guilty.

Proof dôkaz

The police were sure  
he did it, but there  
wasn’t proof.

evidence
dôkaz(y), 
svedectvo

The jury had to 
examine all the  
evidence.

punishment trest

People think that ten  
years isn’t enough 
punishment. 

question (v) vypočúvať
The police questioned 
him for hours.

rape (n) znásilnenie

He was accused of  
rape, but he denied the 
charge.

rape (v) znásilniť 

The girl said she had 
been raped by a 
stranger.

rapist násilník

The judge sentenced  
the rapist to 15 years in  
prison.

rob vykradnúť, vylúpiť
The gang robbed the 
post office last year.

robber lupič, zlodej
The two robbers were 
wearing masks.

robbery lúpež, vylúpenie
There’s been a robbery 
at the bank.

sell drugs predávať drogy
Selling drugs is a more 
serious offence.

sentence odsúdenie, trest
The burglar was given  
a sentence of 2 years. 

set off bombs aktivovať bomby

Animal rights  
campaigners set off  
bombs at the lab.

six months in prison mesiacov vo väzení 

The judge sentenced  
her to six months in 
prison.

smuggle pašovať

He was  caught trying 
to smuggle drugs into 
the UK.

smuggler pašerák

Drug smugglers 
sometimes swallow 
packages.

smuggling pašovanie Smuggling diamonds 
is a highly-organised  



crime.

steal (u)kradnúť

Someone stole my bag 
while I was in the  
restaurant.

terrorism terorizmus

He was convicted of  
terrorism, and sent to  
jail.

terrorist terorista

Terrorists have blown 
up the headquarters of  
bank.

theft krádež
Theft from shops is  
called shoplifting.

thief zlodej

The security guard saw 
the thief steal the 
jacket.

vandal vandal
Some young vandals 
damaged several cars.

vandalism vandalizmus
I think that graffiti is a  
form of vandalism.

vandalize spustošiť, zničiť

The school was  
vandalized and all its  
windows broken.

verdict rozsudok, výrok

The jury are going to 
deliver their verdict 
tomorrow.

witnesses svedok
There were no 
witnesses to the attack.

burglary
zbaviť viny, 
oslobodiť

He was acquitted and 
allowed to go free.

3A More words to learn

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

antiques starožitnosti
She collects antiques  
from Asia.

burglar alarm
poplašné 
zariadenie

We installed a burglar 
alarm after the break-
in.

humiliation poníženie

He suffered the  
humiliation of  
cleaning the sewers.

in a trance v tranze

People were just  
standing as if they were  
in a trance.

interrogate vypočúvať

She has spent five days 
being interrogated by 
police.

justice spravodlivosť

Making a vandal  
repaint a wall is  
‘creative justice’.

kitten mačiatko
The  kittens were only  
a few days old.

magician kúzelník

The magicians often 
perform at charity  
events.



tough drsný, tvrdý

She comes from a 
tough family  
background.

victim obeť 

Victims of crime often  
need emotional  
support.

More words in 3A

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

abandon opustiť

She was arrested for  
abandoning some 
kittens.

anthem hymna

He sang the anthem of  
his favourite football  
team.

approach prístup

He attributes his  
approach to his family  
background.

attributes prisudzovať

He attributes his  
approach to his family  
background.

bark brechať

Their dogs bark 
incessantly and bother  
everyone. 

beat zvíťaziť, poraziť

You can beat the 
burglars by installing  
an alarm. 

belongings majetok
Be careful with their  
belongings.

bother obťažovať, rušiť

Their dogs bark 
incessantly and bother  
everyone.

brand štýl, značka

His unique brand of  
‘creative justice’ is  
very famous.

cashiers pokladníci

He made  cashiers 
hand overall the  
money.

chronological chronologický

The information is not  
given in a  
chronological order.

clarify objasniť

Re-read the article to  
clarify in the 
information.

clerks úradníci

Bank clerks have been 
told to be aware of  
robbers.

conventional konvenčný

He’s not very 
conventional in his  
dress sense.

courthouse súdna budova
The judge works in a 
courthouse.

courtroom súdna sieň
The courtroom was full  
of journalists. 



cramped
prepchatý, 
preplnený

My office is really  
cramped.

custody väzba

A judge ordered the 
prisoner to be held in 
custody.

detail detail
I read the newspaper 
article for more detail.

dispute (v) prieť sa

Two neighbours were  
disputing about their  
land.

duty služba

Officers on duty at the 
stadium arrested the 
thief.

fulfil splniť, naplniť
Fulfilling the contract  
was extremely difficult.

graffiti graffiti
I think that graffiti is a  
form of vandalism.

hypnotic hypnotický
He put people into a  
hypnotic trance.

incessantly nepretržite

Their dogs bark 
incessantly and bother  
everyone.

infect nakaziť

A computer virus can 
infects thousands of  
PCs.

inspired inšpirovať

His tough family  
background inspired 
him.

interrogate vypočúvať

He was  interrogated 
by police in prison in 
Argentina.

jail väzenie
She could  choose  
between jail and a fine.

loaded nabitý

A man  was carrying a  
loaded gun in the 
street.

mortuary márnica

He went  to the  
mortuary to view dead 
bodies.

offender páchateľ

Offenders to choose 
between jail and an 
alternative.

presidency predsedníctvo

This year he won the  
presidency of the law 
society.

prestigious prestížny
I didn’t go to a 
prestigious law firm.

reoffend opäť porušiť zákon 
John  reoffended, and 
was sent to jail again.

ruling
rozhodnutie 
(súdne), panovanie

His ruling was 
considered very harsh.

serve zastávať funkciu
He was elected to serve 
another six years.

skilfully obratne, šikovne

He picked  pockets so  
skilfully - he was a 
professional.

speeding
prekročenie 
povolenej rýchlosti

I was  caught speeding,  
and had to pay a fine.

spot miesto An arsonist set fire to a  



local beauty spot.

supplies dodávať

I’m the director of a 
company which 
supplies paper.

tellers pokladníci
The bank  tellers have  
gone on strike.

tube metro

The London 
Underground is also 
called ‘the Tube’.

tyres pneumatiky
Teenagers let down 
tyres on school buses.

valuables (draho)cennosti
What is the best place  
to hide your valuables?

virus vírus

A computer virus can 
infects thousands of  
PCs.

warn varovať

We were warned there 
was going to be a  
storm.

woods les
I spent three hours lost  
in the woods

Vocabulary Bank Weather

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

below zero pod nulou

The temperature will  
be below zero 
tomorrow.

blizzard snehová búrka

The strong winds and 
snow created  a real  
blizzard.

breeze vánok, vetrík

It’s not too windy,  
there’s just a pleasant  
breeze.

bright jasno

Tomorrow will be  
sunny and bright,  
although cold.

changeable premenlivý

It weather will be  
changeable - wet and 
sunny.

chilly mrazivo
It’s a bit chilly, so take 
a coat with you.

clear jasný
On a clear day you can 
see the coast of Wales.

cool chladivý

Our house is cool in 
summer, dues to the  
stone walls.

damp vlhko

It’s a bit damp outside,  
although it isn’t  
raining.

drizzling mrholiť
It’s still drizzling a bit,  
so take your umbrella.

drought obdobie sucha

There were terrible  
droughts in Africa  
again last year.



flood záplava, povodeň
The flood left hundreds  
of farms under water.

freezing bod mrazu
The Antarctic is always  
below freezing.

gale-force
sily/rýchlosti 
víchrice

The ship was battered  
by gale-force winds.

get soaked premoknúť

You’ll get soaked if you 
go out in this heavy 
rain!

get sunburnt spáliť sa
Put on some suncream,  
don’t get sunburnt.

hailstorm krupobitie

The cars were 
damaged by ice during 
the hailstorm.

heatwave tepelná vlna
We’re in a heatwave,  
it’s been hot for weeks.

heavy silný, intenzívny

In Scotland there will  
be strong  winds and 
heavy rain.

humid vlhko
It’s very humid today,  
there’s no air at all.

hurricane hurikán

A hurricane has 
caused widespread 
destruction.

icy zľadovatený

Driving will be  
dangerous as the roads 
will be icy.

lightning blesk
Look at the lightning – 
I love thunderstorms.

melt (roz)topiť sa
The  snow was melting 
minutes after it fell.

mild mierny
Winters are usually  
quite mild in England.

monsoon

obdobie 
monzúnových 
dažďov

There is usually a 
monsoon after the long 
dry season.

pouring (with rain) liať, prudko pršať

It’s pouring with rain  
outside, let’s wait until  
it stops.

scorching parný, horúci

Yet another scorching,  
sunny day – 42 
degrees.

settled stály, ustálený

The weather will  
become more settled on 
Friday.

shivering triasť sa

You’re shivering, do 
you want to borrow my 
jacket?

showers prehánky
They are expecting 
some snow showers.

slippery klzký

Be careful! The 
pavement’s very  
slippery.

strong silný
These strong winds are 
damaging the trees.

sunny slnečno
Tomorrow will be  
sunny and bright.

sweating potiť sa He was sweating 
heavily because of the  



heat.

thick hustý

There will be thick fog 
in the hills and near the  
coast.

thunder zahrmenie, hrom

I don’t mind the 
lightning, but I’m 
afraid of thunder.

warm teplo

It isn’t warm enough to  
turn the central heating 
off.

wet mokro, daždivo

It’s going to be wet,  
with rain for most of  
the day.

windy veterno

It’s not too windy 
outside, there’s a  
pleasant breeze

3B More words to learn

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

canal kanál
The canals were full of  
rubbish and old bikes.

chaos chaos

The snow caused chaos 
for people going to 
work.

climate change klimatická zmena.
Climate change is an 
issue we can’t avoid

CO2 emissions
emisie oxidu 
uhličitého

We have to reduce CO2 

emissions as soon as 
possible.

crazy šialený

There were  crazy 
people dancing on the 
roof.

fan (n) ventilátor
There was  a large fan 
to cool everyone down.

organic (food) organický, bio

I  buy organic food,  
which has been grown 
locally.

recycle (v) recyklovať

We regularly recycle 
paper, glass, and 
plastic

rubbish bin odpadkový kôš

The street was  full of  
overflowing rubbish 
bins.

sea level výška hladiny mora
Sea levels may rise if  
we carry on polluting.



More words in 3B

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

absorb vstrebať

24  trees can absorb a 
household’s emissions  
of CO2.

air-conditioning klimatizácia

I don’t understand the  
need for air-
conditioning.

appliances spotrebiče

Don’t keep your  
electrical appliances 
on standby.

block blok, panelák
She lives in block of  
flats.

brake (za)brzdiť

When you brake, the 
car’s battery is  
charged.

bridesmaid hlavná družička

Sarah was invited to be  
a bridesmaid at the 
wedding. 

budget rozpočet
‘Titanic’ was a really  
high budget movie.

bulbs žiarovky
Use only energy-saving 
light bulbs.

bulletins prehľad správ

I stayed up all night  
watching the TV 
bulletins.

coastal pobrežný

The number of serious  
coastal storms will  
double.

combat
bojovať (proti 
niečomu)

Their leader is trying 
to combat climate 
change.

compensate
Vyvážiť 
vykompenzovať

We have to compensate 
for our CO2 emissions.

dilemma dilema

So now she had a 
terrible dilemma. To 
fly or not?

displace vyhnať, vysťahovať

The floods  displaced 
hundreds of millions of  
people.

dozen tucet

Two or three dozen 
trees were planted in  
the field.

environmental ekologický

Try to support an 
environmental 
organization.

epic impozantný
The epic journey took 
her nearly two months.

equipped vybavený

The  pub is equipped 
with a large fan during 
summer. 

 extinct vyhynutý

Many species will have  
become extinct by 
2010.

footprints stopy His carbon footprint is  



huge – he’s always  
flying.

glaciers ľadovce

Many glaciers will  
have melted 
completely.

grab popadnúť

I had to grab hold her 
so I wouldn’t be blown 
over.

habitable obývateľný
Low-lying islands will  
no longer be habitable.

horizon obzor, horizont
There are storm clouds  
on the horizon.

household domácnosť
They create too much 
household waste.

hybrid hybrid

A hybrid car has a 
normal and  electric  
motor. 

ice-cold ľadovo studený
I really enjoy ice-cold 
beer. 

impassable neprejazdný

I tried various routes  
but every road was 
impassable. 

lack nedostatok

The ski resorts closed  
down due to lack of  
snow.

lifestyle životný štýl

Barbara decided to  
make big changes to  
her lifestyle.

load veľa (niečoho)
A whole load of trucks  
were stuck in the snow.

looters drancovatelia

I was afraid of looters 
breaking in and 
stealing things.

low-lying nízko položený

Low-lying islands like  
the Maldives are in 
danger. 

mess neporiadok

Havana  was in a 
dreadful mess after the 
hurricane.

moderate mierny

Half the world will be  
having moderate 
droughts.

overflow (v) vyliať sa, pretiecť

There was a real  
danger that the river  
would overflow.

perverse perverzný, úchylný

I had a kind of perverse 
desire to be the last to  
leave.

polar polárny
The extinction of polar 
bears is expected soon.

resorts strediská
50% of the worlds ski  
resorts will close down.

rising stúpať
We stayed  to watch the  
water level rising.

routes cesty, trasy

I tried various routes  
but the  roads were 
blocked. 

setting vyraziť (na cestu) I could hear cars 
starting up and setting 



off .

slush čľapkanina

The snow turned  to  
slush as the 
temperature rose.

soil pôda

Hurricane force winds  
ripped trees out of the 
wet soil.

solar solárny

We will all be using  
solar power to heat our  
houses.

species druhy
Many animal species 
will become extinct.

standby pohotovostný režim
Don’t keep your TV on 
standby.

stare zízať

Some people just  
standing there staring 
in a trance.

stuck uviaznutý
Many of  the trucks  
were stuck in the snow.

thaws otepliť sa

Even if it thaws 
tomorrow, the damage  
is done.

trance tranz
He was completely  
shocked – in a trance.

tsunamis tsunami

The number of  
tsunamis will have  
doubled.

unbearably neznesiteľne

It was unbearably cold 
– the electricity was cut  
off.

visualized predstaviť si

No one could possibly  
have visualized the 
damage.

wading brodiť sa

He  was wading into 
the water to see how 
deep it was.

yard dvor
We made a snowman in 
the yard.

3C More words to learn

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

according to podľa

According to the 
statistics it will get  
hotter.

catastrophe
katastrofa, 
pohroma

Death from heart  
disease is a 
catastrophe.

drown utopiť (sa)
Every year, children  
are drowned in pools.

hazard
nebezpečenstvo, 
riziko

The  hazards of flying 
aren’t very high. 

instead namiesto 

Instead of flying, she 
decided to travel over  
land!



playground ihrisko

Visitors to the  
playground must  
provide ID. 

scare (v) vyľakať

Risks that scare people 
and risks that kill are  
different.

sue (v)
podať žalobu, 
(za)žalovať

Parents of an injured 
child might sue the 
school.

threat (n) hrozba

Terrorism is less of a  
threat than heart  
disease.

whereas zatiaľ čo

I can’t amend the 
design, whereas I can 
rewrite.

More words in 3C

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

assessing
ohodnotiť, 
odhadnúť

Generally people are  
just really not very  
good at assessing risk.

baby-buggies detské kočíky

Even the wheels of  
baby-buggies are 
sprayed with an 
antibacterial solution.

cautious obozretný

Women are more 
careful and cautious 
drivers than men.

childhood detstvo

I think that the way we 
are teaching is the way 
that childhood should 
be.

cholesterol cholesterol

Our daily lives are full  
of dangers, from 
driving our cars to 
cholesterol in our food.

consultant poradca

Peter Sandman is a  
risk consultant at  
Princeton University,  
New Jersey.

decisive rozhodný

Are you a decisive 
person? Do you find it  
easy to take decisions?

dread starch, obava

Finally there is ‘the  
dread factor’, that is  
how horrific we 
consider something to  
be.

element prvok

Mr and Mrs Suzuki are  
not alone in wanting to  
remove just about  
every element of risk  
from their children’s  
lives.



eliminating odstrániť

Why do you think 
schools have become 
so obsessed with  
eliminating risk?

equation rovnica

Sandman uses the 
following equation: for  
most people risk = 
hazard (or danger) + 
outrage (or horror).

external externý, vonkajší 

Since I have no control  
of the aeroplane, I am 
at the mercy of myriad 
external factors.

factor faktor, okolnosť

Since I have no control  
of the aeroplane, I am 
at the mercy of myriad 
external factors.

fatal smrteľný

Most fatal accidents  
happen on country 
roads.

fatty tučný

If you eat too much 
fatty food you could die  
of heart disease.

first-time po prvý krát

First-time visitors to 
the playground must  
provide proof of  
identification before  
they enter.

freeways diaľnica

Most fatal accidents  
happen on country 
roads, so freeways are 
much safer.

guaranteed garantovaný

At Fantasy Kids Resort  
in Japan parents are  
guaranteed total peace 
of mind.

hairdryer fén

Always unplug your  
hairdryer as soon as 
you’ve finished using 
it.

harmful škodlivý

The sandpit contains  
sterilized sand which is  
cleaned daily to  
remove any potentially  
harmful objects.

headlights predné svetlá
The car’s headlights  
were not working.

infected nakazený

We can’t tell if our  
meat is infected,  
whereas we can control  
how clean our kitchen 
is.

inflatable nafukovací

Most of the bigger toys 
are inflatable to reduce 
the risk of injury.

jogger bežec

It is riskier to be a 
pedestrian or a jogger 
than to drive a car.

kit súprava The toy plane came 



as a kit you had to 
build yourself.

landed pristáť
They’ll call us as soon 
as they’ve landed.

logs brvno, klát
They can climb trees  
and walk on logs.

long-term dlhodobý

People tend to be much 
more scared of short-
term dangers than 
long-term ones.

mounted
namontovať, 
upevniť

More than a dozen 
security cameras are  
mounted on the 
ceiling.

myth mýtus

Driving gets a lot of  
bad publicity and there  
are a lot of myths 
about how dangerous it  
is.

non-fatal
bez smrteľných 
následkov

The time of day when 
you are most likely to  
have a non-fatal 
accident is Friday 
afternoon.

outrage hnev

When the hazard is low 
and outrage is high,  
people overreact.

overreact preháňať

When the hazard is low 
and outrage is high,  
people overreact.

pedestrian chodec

It is riskier to be a 
pedestrian or a jogger  
than to drive a car.

playground ihrisko

First-time visitors to  
the playground must  
provide proof of  
identification before  
they enter.

potentially možné, teoreticky

The sandpit contains  
sterilized sand which is  
cleaned daily to  
remove any potentially 
harmful objects.

priority prednosť, priorita

This place puts  
absolute priority on 
safety.

properly (po)riadne

Don’t cycle at night  
unless your lights work 
properly.

rare vzácny

Mad cow disease is  
extremely rare, but it  
terrifies us.

reduce znížiť

Most of the bigger toys 
are inflatable to reduce 
the risk of injury.

risk riziko

Generally people are  
just really not very  
good at assessing risk.

roughly zhruba, asi By day a driver’s  



visibility is roughly 
500 metres.

sandpit pieskovisko

The sandpit contains 
sterilized sand which is  
cleaned daily to  
remove any potentially  
harmful objects.

severe prísny, tvrdý

Do you think 
punishments for  
dangerous driving 
should be more severe?

statistics štatistika

You may think this is  
the right choice, but  
according to the  
statistics, you would be 
wrong.

sterilized sterilizovaný

The sandpit contains  
sterilized sand which is  
cleaned daily to  
remove any potentially  
harmful objects.

strict
prísny, 
nekompromisný 

Jamie loves meat but  
his wife is a strict 
vegetarian.

supervising dohľad

Should children go 
swimming without an  
adult supervising?

survey (n) prieskum

According to a recent  
government survey,  
people are eating too 
many fatty foods.

tend
mať 
sklon/tendenciu

People tend to be much  
more scared of short-
term dangers than 
long-term ones.

terrorism terorizmus

It isn’t true that  
terrorism is more of a  
threat than heart  
disease.

threat hrozba

Terrorism is less of a  
threat than heart  
disease.

underreact
nedostatočne 
reagovať

When hazard is high 
but the terror is low,  
people underreact.

unique jedinečný

Molly’s parents are not  
unique – generally  
people are not very  
good at assessing risk.

unplug vypnúť zo zástrčky

Always unplug your 
hairdryer as soon as 
you’ve finished using 
it.

vegetarian vegetarián

Jamie loves meat but  
his wife is a strict  
vegetarian.

visibility viditeľnosť

By day a driver’s  
visibility is roughly 500 
metres.



within v rámci

Most fatal accidents  
happen within 40km of  
drivers’ homes.

4A Personality

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

astonished užasnutý

I was absolutely  
astonished when I  
heard I’d won the 
award.

confused zmätený

The vast majority of  
people are stunned and 
confused when caught  
up in disasters.

couldn’t believe my 
eyes

neveril svojim 
očiam

When I saw her I  
couldn’t believe my 
eyes – she looked ten 
years younger.

delighted potešený

We were delighted 
when our daughter 
qualified as a doctor.

desperate zúfalý

Kevin was feeling 
desperate – he didn’t  
know if Yossi was alive  
or dead.

devastated zničený  

They were absolutely  
devastated when their  
son was killed in a car  
accident.

disappointed

James was 
disappointed when he 
didn’t get a new bike  
for his birthday.

down in the dumps
ako kôpka 
nešťastia?

You look a bit down in 
the dumps. Has life  
been treating you badly

exhausted vyčerpaný

After five days alone,  
Yossi was exhausted 
and starving.

fed up otrávený

Kevin began to get fed  
up with Marcus  
because he was 
complaining about  
everything.

furious napajedený

Kevin was furious 
because he thought that  
it was Marcus’ fault  
that they had had to cut  
short their adventure.

glad rád

I’m glad we went to the  
party in the end, I  
really enjoyed it.

grateful vďačný I’ll always be grateful 
to Matt for helping me 



to get through my 
maths exam.

homesick túžiaci po domove

I was homesick the 
whole time I was living  
abroad.

lonely osamelý

I think Joanna’s a bit  
lonely in London, but  
it’ll be better once 
she’s made a few 
friends.

nervous nervózny

I get very nervous 
before an exam, but it’s  
OK once I start  
writing.

offended urazený

Julia was very  
offended when you 
didn’t invite her to 
your wedding.

over the moon šťastný ako blcha

He finally passed his  
driving test! He’s over  
the moon!

overwhelmed ohromený

Mum was completely  
overwhelmed when 
everyone was so kind 
after Dad died.

relieved upokojený

I was relieved to find I  
hadn’t lost my passport  
after all!

scared stiff vystrašený na smrť
When I saw the burglar  
I was scared stiff.

Shocked šokovaný

When a disaster  
happens most people  
are so shocked that  
they don’t react quickly  
enough.

sick and tired mať plné zuby

I’m sick and tired of  
telling you to do your  
homework. Get on with  
it!

stunned ohromený 

The vast majority of  
people are stunned 
and confused when 
caught up in disasters.

terrified vydesený
Yossi tried to sleep but  
he felt terrified.

Thrilled radostne vzrušený

Susie was thrilled to be 
chosen to star in the  
school play.

upset rozrušený

She was very upset 
when she heard that  
her cousin had had an 
accident.

4A More words to learn

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence



catch fire vznietiť sa

They got out just before  
the plane caught fire,  
just 60 seconds after  
the collision.

collide with zraziť sa

A Pam Am 747 collided 
with a Dutch KLM 747 
that was landing in the  
fog.

evacuation evakuácia

Another 15% 
completely panic,  
crying and screaming 
and obstructing the  
evacuation.

explosion výbuch

She heard an explosion 
and felt the building 
actually move, as if it  
might fall over.

jungle džungľa

The two friends were  
now separated by a  
canyon and six or 
seven kilometres of  
jungle.

paralysed ochromený

Other passengers froze,  
their minds paralyzed 
by a storm of new 
information.

raft raft

He decided that he 
would raft down the 
river.

react reagovať

A person’s personality  
is not a good guide to  
how they might react in  
a crisis.

shake triasť

The sound of the  
explosion and the way 
the building shook 
should have made me 
go faster.

survivor kto prežil

One of the survivors of  
the crash was 65 year  
old Paul Heck.

More words in 4A

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

abandon opustiť

Eventually they 
decided to abandon the 
search for the village.

backpacking trampovanie

In 1981 three friends  
went backpacking in a 
remote area of Bolivia.

bee včela

Suddenly he heard the 
sound of a bee buzzing 
in his ear.



branch konár

Suddenly he woke up 
because he heard a 
branch breaking.

buzzing bzučanie

Suddenly he heard the 
sound of a bee buzzing 
in his ear.

canoe kanoe

Kevin was rescued by  
two Bolivian hunters in  
a canoe.

canyon kaňon

The two friends were  
now separated by a  
canyon and six or 
seven kilometres of  
jungle.

categories kategórie

People caught up in  
disasters tend to fall  
into three categories.

collision zrážka

They got out just before  
the plane caught fire,  
just 60 seconds after  
the collision.

command rozkaz

Years later, she still  
thinks about that  
command to get out of  
the building.

cope zvládnuť

How would you cope if  
the unthinkable  
happened?

crisis kríza

In a crisis many people  
‘freeze’ just at the  
moment when they  
need to act quickly.

Decisive rozhodný

A normally decisive 
person may not act at  
all quickly in a crisis  
and vice versa.

dense hustý

The plane had to fly too  
high and the forest was  
too dense.

diagram diagram

While he was waiting 
for the plane to take  
off, he studied the  
747’s safety diagram.

downriver po prúde

He came up to the 
surface several  
kilometres downriver.

drill cvičenie

I wouldn’t pay any 
attention to the alarm, I  
would think it was  
probably a fire drill.

drown utopiť sa

But Yossi didn’t drown.  
He came up to the 
surface several  
kilometres downriver.

entire celý

Most people go their  
entire lives without a 
disaster.

flash baterka
He woke up and turned 
on his flash light.



float pluť, plávať

By an incredible piece  
of luck he found their  
backpack floating in  
the river.

hike ísť pešo

Eventually they 
decided to abandon the 
search for the village  
and just to hike back to  
Apolo.

hunter lovec

Kevin was rescued by  
two Bolivian hunters in 
a canoe.

hysterical hysterický

Some people panic and 
become hysterical in a  
crisis.

infected infikovaný

Marcus was 
complaining about his  
feet, which had become 
infected and were 
hurting.

jaguar jaguár

He used the cigarette  
lighter to set fire to the 
insect repellent spray  
and he managed to 
scare the jaguar away.

lack nedostatok

But after nearly a week  
he was weak and 
exhausted from lack of  
food and sleep.

lethal smrteľný

It is the home of more 
than half the plant and 
animal species known 
to man, many of which 
are lethal.

lifetime celý život, životný

Four young men went  
into the jungle on the  
adventure of a lifetime.

lobby hala

I would pick up 
essential things like my  
passport and mobile  
and find the quickest  
way down to the hotel  
lobby.

Log brvno

He had just enough 
strength left to hold 
onto a log and let  
himself float down the  
river.

mosquito komár

He thought a bee had 
got inside his mosquito 
net.

obstruct blokovať, prekážať 

Another 15% 
completely panic,  
crying and screaming 
and obstructing the 
evacuation.

rainforest dažďový les The Amazonian 
rainforest is roughly  



the size of Europe or  
Australia.

rapids kaskády

The river got faster and 
faster and soon they  
were in rapids.

remain zostať

About 10% to 15% of  
people remain calm 
and act quickly and 
efficiently.

remote odľahlý

In 1981 three friends  
went backpacking in a 
remote area of Bolivia.

repellent repelent

He used the cigarette  
lighter to set fire to the 
insect repellent spray 
and he managed to 
scare the jaguar away.

roughly zhruba

The Amazonian 
rainforest is roughly 
the size of Europe or  
Australia.

species druhy

It is the home of more 
than half the plant and 
animal species known 
to man.

spirits nálada

Yossi’s spirits changed 
from desperate, to  
optimistic, and then to  
desperate again.

spray (n) sprej

He used the cigarette  
lighter to set fire to the 
insect repellent spray 
and he managed to 
scare the jaguar away.

stare zízať

He turned on his flash 
light. There was a 
jaguar staring at him.

starving vyhladovaný

After five days alone,  
Yossi was exhausted  
and starving.

strike zasiahnuť

We always think ‘it will  
never happen to me’  
but disasters can strike 
any time anywhere.

surface povrch, hladina

Yossi came up to the 
surface several  
kilometres downriver.

sweep away unášať

Kevin managed to  
swim to land, but Yossi  
was swept away by the 
rapids.

trail cestička

Suddenly, as he was 
walking, he found saw 
a footprint on the trail.

trance tranz

I kept looking around 
for other stuff to take; I  
felt as if I was in a 
trance.

unthinkable nemysliteľný How would you cope if  



the unthinkable 
happened?

vast obrovský

The vast majority of  
people do very little  
when caught up in a 
crisis.

vice versa naopak

A normally decisive  
person may not act at  
all quickly in a crisis  
and vice versa

4B More words to learn

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

behaviour správanie

The first lesson I learnt  
was that I should 
reward good 
behaviour and ignore 
bad behaviour.

ignore ignorovať

The first lesson I learnt  
was that I should 
reward good behaviour  
and ignore bad 
behaviour.

lose your temper neuvládnuť sa

He didn’t lose his  
temper but carried on 
searching

mat podložka

He did this by training  
the birds to land on 
mats on the ground 
instead of on his head.

nag (v) naliehať

But the nagging and 
shouting just made him 
worse.

pile (n) hromada

Slowly but surely, the  
piles of clothes on the 
floor became smaller.

provoke podnietiť

If a behaviour  
provokes no response,  
it normally disappears.

reward (v) odmeniť

The first lesson I learnt  
was that I should 
reward good behaviour  
and ignore bad 
behaviour.

technique metóda

Finally at Sea World in  
San Diego, I learned a  
great technique from a 
dolphin trainer.

tense (adj) napätý

My husband is walking 
up and down behind 
me, tense and irritable.



More words in 4B

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

admit pripustiť

If you’re the person 
who is in the wrong,  
just admit it!

advice rada
My second piece of  
advice is simple.

agreement dohoda

That way there is much  
more chance that you 
will be able to reach an 
agreement.

apply použiť, aplikovať 

Amy applied the 
techniques she learnt  
from the animal 
trainers to her  
husband.

approximations priblíženie

I was using what  
animal trainers call  
‘approximations’,  
rewarding the small  
steps towards learning 
a whole new behaviour

basket koš

I started thanking my 
husband if he threw a  
dirty shirt into the dirty  
clothes basket.

blankly bez výrazu

I noticed that my 
husband wasn’t  
reacting at all, just  
looking at me blankly.

brace strojček na zuby 

I began complaining 
how uncomfortable my 
new dental brace was.

campaign kampaň

There is a new road 
safety campaign to 
prevent accidents.

chimps šimpanzi

I listened to 
professional trainers  
explain how they 
taught dolphins to flip  
in the air and chimps 
to skate.

chopping sekať

So, I gave him a job to  
do like chopping herbs,  
but at the other end of  
the kitchen.

complaining sťažovať si

I began complaining 
how uncomfortable my 
new dental brace was.

conflict (n) konflikt

Dealing with conflict is  
an important part of  
any relationship.

constructive konštruktívny Oh, don’t be so 



sensitive. I’m only  
making a constructive 
criticism.

cranes žeriav

A bird trainer  
explained to me how he 
had trained some 
African cranes to stop 
landing on his head 
and shoulders.

cure odnaučiť

I wanted to cure him of  
those things he does  
that really irritate me.

dealing zaoberať sa

Dealing with conflict is  
an important part of  
any relationship.

dental zubný

I began complaining 
how uncomfortable my 
new dental brace was.

exaggerate zveličovať

Don’t exaggerate to  
make things sound 
worse than they really  
are.

fairly spravodlivo
Learn how to argue 
cleanly and fairly.

fascinated fascinovaný

I listened, fascinated,  
to professional trainers  
explain how they 
taught dolphins to flip  
in the air and chimps to  
skate.

flip pretočiť sa

I listened, fascinated,  
to professional trainers  
explain how they 
taught dolphins to flip 
in the air and chimps to  
skate.

fuel (v) podnecovať

The idea is that any 
response, positive or  
negative, fuels a 
behaviour.

habits návyky

When nagging failed to 
cure her husband of his  
annoying habits, Amy 
Sutherland tried a new 
strategy.

herbs bilinky

So, I gave him a job to  
do like chopping herbs,  
but at the other end of  
the kitchen.

incompatible nezlučiteľný

By teaching the cranes  
to do something else  
which was 
incompatible with the 
behaviour he was 
trying to stop, he  
solved the problem.

irritable podráždený

My husband is walking 
up and down behind 
me, tense and irritable.



irritate popudzovať

I wanted to cure him of  
those things he does  
that really irritate me.

issues záležitosť

Don’t bring up old 
arguments, or try to 
bring in other issues.

lock zamknúť

Please remember to 
lock the door before 
you go out.

lovable roztomilý

I realized that the same 
techniques might work  
on that stubborn but  
lovable animal, the 
husband.

mediate robiť prostredníka 

If you can’t reach an 
agreement, you could  
try using another  
person to mediate for  
you.

reinforcing posilňovať

The technique is called  
LRS or ‘least  
reinforcing syndrome’.

rushing pobehovať

The next time he was 
rushing round the 
house looking for his  
keys, I ignored him.

sack
vyhodiť /zo 
zamestnania

James should be 
careful. If the boss  
finds out, he’ll sack 
him.

skate korčulovať sa 

I listened to 
professional trainers  
explain how they 
taught dolphins to flip  
in the air and chimps to  
skate.

syndrome syndróm

The technique is called  
LRS or ‘least  
reinforcing syndrome’.

temper výbušnosť, hnev 

Raising your voice will  
just make the other  
person lose their  
temper too.

4C The body

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

ankle členok
I tripped over the cat  
and twisted my ankle.

arms ruky 

Arms folded tightly  
over the chest is a 
classic gesture of  
defensiveness.

bite hrýzť I’m trying to stop 
biting my nails so that I  



can wear nail polish.

blow fúkať

I think I’m getting a 
cold, I keep sneezing 
and blowing my nose.

brain mozog

He’s got football on the  
brain, it’s all he ever  
thinks about. 

broke his heart zlomila jeho srdce

When Miriam left  
David, she broke his  
heart.

brush

butterflies in my 
stomach

I always get butterflies  
in my stomach before 
an exam.

calf (pl calves) lýtko

Wayne damaged a 
muscle in his calf when 
he was training in the  
gym.

chest hruď

Arms folded tightly  
over the chest is a  
classic gesture of  
defensiveness.

chew žuť
The steak was tough 
and difficult to chew.

clap tlieskať

All the passengers  
clapped their hands  
when the plane 
eventually landed 
safely.

comb učesať

Aren’t you going to  
comb your hair before  
you go out?

elbow lakeť

It’s bad manners to put  
your elbows on the 
table while you’re  
eating.

eyebrows obočie

My mother only had to 
raise her eyebrows and 
we would immediately  
stop misbehaving.

finger prst

Research shows that  
people often find 
speakers who point  
their finger a lot rather  
annoying.

fold skrížiť, založiť

Arms folded tightly  
over the chest is a 
classic gesture of  
defensiveness.

frowned zamračiť sa

The teacher frowned 
when she saw all the  
mistakes I had made.

get cold feet dostať starch

I’m not sure I want to  
go climbing now. I’m 
starting to get cold  
feet.

get it off  my chest vyspovedať sa  

I need to tell somebody  
about it and get it off  
my chest.



give me a hand pomôcť

Could you give me a 
hand with my 
homework? It’s really  
difficult.

hair vlasy

Aren’t you going to  
comb your hair before 
you go out?

hand ruka

All the passengers  
clapped their hands 
when the plane 
eventually landed 
safely.

head hlava

A lot of our body heat  
is lost through our  
head.

heart srdce

You need to learn the  
irregular past tenses by 
heart.

heel päta

I’ve got blisters on  
both my heels after  
wearing my hew shoes.

hips boky

My uncle is going to  
hospital next week to  
have one of his hips 
replaced.

hold držať

When people want to  
be open or honest they  
will often hold one or 
both of their palms out  
to the other person.

hugged objal

When we met we were  
so happy we hugged 
each other.

I can’t get it out of 
my head 

Nemôžem to dostať 
z hlavy

I can’t get that song 
out of my head – I  
keep whistling it.

kidneys obličky

Your kidneys extract  
waste material from 
your blood.

kneel down kľaknúť si

Some women think a 
man should kneel  
down when he 
proposes marriage.

learn by heart
naučiť sa 
naspamäť 

You need to learn the 
irregular past tenses by 
heart.

liver pečeň

Your liver helps to  
regulate the level of  
sugar in your blood.

lungs pľúca

I love breathing that  
lovely clean mountain 
air into my lungs!

nails nechty

I’m trying to stop 
biting my nails so that I  
can wear nail polish.

nod prikývnuť
If you agree, just nod 
your head.

nose nos I think I’m getting a 
cold, I keep sneezing 



and blowing my nose.

on the tip of my 
tongue na jazyku

I’ll remember his name 
in a minute, it’s on the 
tip of my tongue

palms dlane

When people want to  
be open or honest they  
will often hold one or  
both of their palms out  
to the other person.

point (v) ukazovať

Research shows that  
people often find 
speakers who point 
their finger a lot rather  
annoying.

pulling my leg uťahovať si

I believed him, I didn’t  
know he was just  
pulling my leg.

put your foot in it urobiť trapas

You really put your 
foot in it when you 
asked about his ex-wife  
in front of Debra!

raise pozdvihnúť

My mother only had to 
raise her eyebrows and 
we would immediately  
stop misbehaving.

scratch škrabať

Don’t scratch the 
mosquito bite. You’ll  
only make it worse.

shake potriasť

Shake hands with the  
person next to you and 
introduce yourself.

shoulders plecia

She just shrugged her  
shoulders and told me 
it was my problem.

shrug pokrčiť plecami 

She just shrugged her  
shoulders and told me 
it was my problem.

stared dívať sa uprene

The painting was so 
strange I stared at it  
for a long time.

stretched pretiahnuť sa 
She got out of bed, and 
yawned and stretched.

teeth zuby
I try to brush my teeth 
after every meal.

thighs stehná

The largest muscles in  
your body are in your 
thighs.

waist pás

These new trousers are  
a bit tight around the  
waist.

waved zamávala

She waved goodbye 
sadly to her boyfriend 
as the train left the  
station.

winked mrkol

He winked at me to 
show that he was only  
joking.

wrist zápästie She fell with her hand 
outstretched and broke 



her wrist.

yawned zívla
She got out of bed, and 
yawned and stretched.

More words to learn

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

bitter horký, trpký
I find coffee too bitter 
without sugar.

body language reč tela

Our body language 
can reveal a lot about  
how we feel.

fidget pohrávať si

Fidgeting with our 
hands, for example  
tapping the table with 
ones fingers, shows 
nervousness.

gesture gesto

Hand and arm gestures 
are sometimes  
deliberate, but most  
often they occur  
unconsciously and 
naturally.

rough drsný

A cat’s tongue feels  
very rough when it  
licks your hand.

rub (v) pretierať si

Rubbing their eyes can 
be a signal that a  
person is lying.

smooth hladký

Your hair looks lovely,  
and it feels soft and 
smooth.

sour kyslý

I love the sour taste of  
lemons – I can eat them 
like oranges!

stroke (v) hladiť

When someone strokes 
his chin, he / she is  
probably thinking 
about something 
important.

tap (v) poklepávať

Fidgeting with our 
hands, for example  
tapping the table with  
ones fingers, shows 
nervousness.

More words in 4C

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence



addict závislý

If you are a gambling 
addict, you’ll end up 
deep in debt.

applause potlesk

Our assistant Vanessa  
will give us the  
answers, a round of  
applause for Vanessa.

blindfolds páska cez oči

So now we’re going to 
take off the blindfolds 
– there we are.

cabbage kapusta

I used to hate cabbage 
when I was a child, but  
I love it now.

cigar cigara

I don’t mind the smell  
of cigar smoke, but I  
hate cigarette smoke.

clasped spínať

People who feel  
superior to you often  
appear relaxed, with  
their hands clasped 
behind their heads.

defensiveness bránenie sa

Arms folded tightly  
over the chest is a 
classic gesture of  
defensiveness.

deliberate (adj) úmyselný

Hand and arm gestures  
are sometimes  
deliberate, but most  
often they occur  
unconsciously and 
naturally.

distant vzdialený

Well, it may be  
thunder, but it sounds 
very distant.

doubt pochybovať

I doubt if you’ll have 
wrinkles before you’re  
forty.

doze krátky spánok

I wasn’t really asleep, I  
just had a momentary  
doze.

edition vydanie

And welcome to 
tonight’s edition of Use 
your senses.

embarrassment rozpaky

You can always rely on  
Phil to put his foot in it  
and cause 
embarrassment to  
someone!

extended roztiahnuté

Open hands and arms,  
especially extended,  
indicate that what  
you’re saying is  
important.

foreground popredie

The woman in the 
foreground of the 
picture looks  
frightened.

foul (n) faul Footballers who have 
just committed a foul 



often use this gesture to  
try to convince the  
referee that they didn’t  
do it.

frantic šialený

Mum was frantic with 
worry when Jennie was  
three hours late coming 
home.

gallop hnať sa tryskom 

Steve and Joanna said 
they thought it sounded 
like horses galloping.

genius genius

He’s a computer  
genius, he hacked into  
the school computer  
and copied the exam 
questions.

hide skrývať

If a person puts his  
hand to his mouth, it  
can indicate that he is  
hiding something.

hole diera, otvor

It feels metallic, and 
it’s got two tiny little  
holes in the middle.

honesty úprimnosť

When people want to  
show honesty they will  
often hold one or both 
of their palms out to 
the other person.

index (adj) ukazovací
You usually point with 
your index finger.

indicate naznačovať

Open hands and arms,  
especially extended,  
indicate that what  
you’re saying is  
important.

insecure neistý

Arms folded tightly  
over the chest is often  
seen where people feel  
a bit insecure

lap okruh

He was in the lead 
right up until the final  
lap, when his car ran 
off the track.

leaning opierajúci sa

You are a police officer  
leaning against a car  
door waiting for the  
driver to show you his  
licence.

licence oprávnenie

You are a police officer  
leaning against a car  
door waiting for the  
driver to show you his  
licence.

lift (n) výťah

This gesture is often  
seen among strangers  
in queues or in lifts.

lobes lalôčky If men are attracted to  
someone, they 
sometimes play with 



one of their ear lobes.

lock (n) prameň vlasov

If women are attracted  
to someone, they  
sometimes play with a 
lock of hair.

loose voľný

You’ve lost weight,  
those jeans are too  
loose now.

marble mramor

Did you see that  
wonderful marble 
statue of King George?

markings označenie

Yes, it definitely feels  
metallic, but it doesn’t  
seem to have any 
markings.

massacre (v) zničiť

No one can massacre a 
good song like my 
brother.

metallic kovový

Yes, it definitely feels  
metallic, but it doesn’t  
seem to have any 
markings.

momentary chvíľkový, letmý

I wasn’t really asleep, I  
just had a momentary 
doze.

nasty
nepríjemný, 
škaredý

That’s a nasty burn, I  
think you should let the  
doctor see it.

nervousness nervozita

Fidgeting with our 
hands shows 
nervousness.

obsessed posadnutý

She’s obsessed with 
him, she never talks  
about anything else.

occur stať sa

Hand and arm gestures  
are sometimes  
deliberate, but most  
often they occur 
unconsciously.

openness otvorenosť

positioned umiestnený

The way your hands  
are positioned can tell  
a lot about how you’re  
feeling.

protruding vyčnievajúci

Another gesture of  
superiority is to put  
your hands in your  
pockets with the  
thumbs protruding.

receipt potvrdenka
That’s $40. Would you 
like a receipt?

superiority nadradenosť

Another gesture of  
superiority is to put  
your hands in your  
pockets with the  
thumbs protruding.

texture charakter,štruktúra The texture isn’t quite  
like chicken – it tastes  
quite light, I don’t think  



it’s duck.

tuck zasunúť

If women are attracted  
to someone, they  
sometimes play with a 
lock of hair or 
continually tuck their  
hair behind their ears.

twist vyvrtnúť si

You can easily twist 
you ankle when doing 
sport.

unfaithful neverný

If my husband was  
unfaithful I would 
leave him.

5A

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

above-average napriemerný  

Fans of ‘complex’  
music typically have  
above-average 
intelligence.

according podľa 

Music is the number  
one topic of  
conversation,  
according to 
psychologists.

Accurate správny

Knowing another 
person’s musical tastes  
can provide 
remarkably accurate 
personality predictions.

album album I like Coldplay’s latest  
album.

beat rytmus
It’s hard to dance to  
music if there isn’t a  
strong beat.

blame (v) obviňovať
A spokesman blamed 
the manufacturers for  
making the mistake.

candles sviečky

We lay the table, we 
light candles, and then 
we think what music  
would make this even 
more romantic?

characteristics

typické črty

It doesn’t matter how 
good or bad the music  
is, if it has these  
characteristics it will  
make you experience  
this emotion.

charismatic charizmatický
Psychiatrists are  
typically quite 
charismatic.



chorus refrén This song has a very  
catchy chorus.

circumstances

okolnosti

When we hear a 
certain piece of music  
we remember hearing 
it for the first time in  
some very special  
circumstances.

clues kľúč, vodítko

Psychologists think  
that personality clues 
are conveyed in the  
music’s tempo, rhythm,  
and lyrics.

conveyed vyjadrený

Psychologists think  
that personality clues  
are conveyed in the  
music’s tempo, rhythm,  
and lyrics.

cult kultový
Soft Machine was a 
cult group in the early  
seventies.

deny popierať He denied stealing the  
woman’s handbag.

discipline disciplína

Family and discipline 
are important life  
values to country music  
fans.

energetic energický

Energetic and 
rhythmic music attracts  
people who are 
talkative and extrovert.

expand rozšíriť

After the lecture you 
may want to expand 
your notes into full  
sentences.

express vyjadriť

Energetic and rhythmic  
music attracts people  
who express their  
thoughts impulsively.

folk folkový Folk music was very  
popular in the 1960s.

funk funk 

People who like hip  
hop, funk, rap, and 
soul music tend to see  
themselves as 
physically attractive.

genres žánre

Compared with fans of  
other genres, family  
and discipline are  
important life values.

hip hop hip hop

People who like hip 
hop, funk, rap, and 
soul music tend to see  
themselves as 
physically attractive.

impulsively spontánne

Lovers of energetic and 
rhythmic music tend to 
express their thoughts  
impulsively.



intellectual

intelektuálny

Someone who is  
intellectual might  
enjoy jazz or classical  
music.

intense intenzívny

Fans of intense and 
rebellious music are  
usually physically  
active.

intensify zintenzívniť

The third reason why 
we listen to music is to  
intensify the emotion 
that we’re feeling.

lifestyle životný štýl

Musical preferences  
can reveal information 
about people’s  
character and lifestyle.

melody melódia
That soundtrack has  
some beautiful  
melodies.

perform vystupovať
Have you ever  
performed in front of a 
lot of people?

plug zapojiť Can you plug in the 
iron for me, please?

raise zvyšovať
When people are angry 
they raise their voices  
or shout.

rap repová

People who like hip  
hop, funk, rap, and soul  
music tend to see  
themselves as 
physically attractive.

rebellious rebelantský

Fans of gangsta rap 
tend to be rebellious 
and curious about the  
world.

recognition uznanie

They are the kind of  
people for whom 
friendship and social  
recognition is very  
important.

reflective rozjímavý

Lovers of complex and 
reflective music  
typically have above-
average intelligence.

regarding pokiaľ ide 

Regarding lifestyle,  
fans of this kind of  
music tend to be 
politically liberal.

remarkably pozoruhodne

Knowing another 
person’s musical tastes  
can provide 
remarkably accurate  
personality predictions.

reveal odhaliť

Musical preferences  
can reveal information 
about people’s  
character and lifestyle.

rhythmic rytmický Energetic and 



rhythmic music  
attracts people who are  
talkative and extrovert.

scene scéna

They can make the 
scene scary just by the  
music they write to go 
with it.

score

hudba / k niečomu/ 

Film score writers are 
experts at using music  
to create an 
atmosphere.

sophisticated kultivovaný

Fans of this kind of  
music tend to be quite  
sophisticated.

soul

People who like hip  
hop, funk, rap, and soul  
music tend to see  
themselves as 
physically attractive.

symphony symfonický
The concert was given 
by the London 
Symphony orchestra.

tempo tempo

Psychologists think  
that personality clues  
are conveyed in the  
music’s tempo, rhythm,  
and lyrics.

thrilling vzrušujúci

Fans of alternative  
music tend to be people  
who enjoy having 
thrilling experiences.

upbeat radostný
Fans of upbeat, simple 
music are typically  
cheerful and outgoing.

values hodnoty

Family and discipline  
are important life  
values to country music  
fans.

vary líšiť sa

The kind of music we 
listen to can vary 
according to the way 
we feel.

visually vizuálne

They can take a scene  
which visually has no 
emotion and make it  
scary just by the music  
they write to go with it.

5B More words to learn

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

crane žeriav
Finally the girl was 
brought down from the  
crane on a ladder.



crawl liezť

He crawled along the 
21-metre arm of the 
crane and carefully 
wrapped the girl in a  
safety harness.

debt dlh

Nowadays many people  
live in an almost  
permanent state of  
‘sleep debt’.

deprived ochudobnený
Doctors are often  
chronically sleep  
deprived.

fire brigade hasičský zbor
The police and fire 
brigade arrived on the 
scene at 1.30.

lack (of) nedostatok

Lack of sleep can 
seriously impair  
doctors’ ability to take  
decisions.

ladder rebrík
Finally the girl was 
brought down from the  
crane on a ladder.

sleepwalk byť námesačný

Her parents said that it  
wasn’t the first time 
that she had 
sleepwalked.

stay in touch byť v kontakte

Mobile phones and 
email allow us to stay 
in touch round the 
clock.

tempt zvádzať
Late night TV and the  
internet tempt us away 
from our beds.

More words in 5B

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

ability schopnosť

Lack of sleep can 
seriously impair  
doctors’ ability to take  
decisions.

admire obdivovať

We admire people who 
function on very little  
sleep instead of  
criticizing them for  
being irresponsible.

apparent zrejmý, jasný

A sleepwalker drove  
from his home to the 
house where his  
parents-in-law lived  
and, for no apparent 
reason, he killed his  
mother-in-law.

artificially neprirodzene Most people are woken  
up artificially by an 



alarm clock.

asleep spaici
How long does it  
usually take you to fall  
asleep at night?

available k dispozícii

We are a 24 / 7 society  
where shops and 
services must be  
available all hours.

awake bdelý

During the day 
caffeine, the world’s  
most popular drug,  
helps to keep us awake.

behavioural týkajúci sa 
správania 

We live in a world of  
tired, sleep deprived  
people, says  
behavioural biologist  
Paul Martin.

blankets deka Do you sleep with a  
duvet or blankets?

brief krátky
Sleepwalking can be 
very brief, for example  
a few minutes.

catastrophic katastrofický
Tired engineers made a 
series of mistakes with  
catastrophic results.

chronic chronický
A chronic lack of sleep  
makes us irritable and 
unhappy.

consume konzumovať
75% of the world’s  
population habitually  
consume caffeine.

contribute prispievať

Human error caused by 
tiredness contributed 
to the worst nuclear  
accident in history.

crisis kríza

World summit meetings  
called to deal with a  
crisis often result in  
decisions being taken 
when everyone is  
severely sleep  
deprived.

daylight denné svetlo 

Until the invention of  
electric light our daily  
cycle of sleep used to 
depend on the hours of  
daylight.

deal zaoberať sa

World summit meetings  
called to deal with a 
crisis often result in  
decisions being taken 
when everyone is  
severely sleep  
deprived.

deprivation strata
Drinking caffeine can 
mask the symptoms of  
sleep deprivation.

determined určený But nowadays our 
hours of sleep are  



mainly determined by 
our working hours.

duty služba
Doctors on night duty 
are often chronically  
sleep deprived.

duvet perina Do you sleep with a  
duvet or blankets?

function fungovať

We admire people who 
function on very little  
sleep instead of  
criticizing them for  
being irresponsible.

habitually bežne
75% of the world’s  
population habitually 
consume caffeine.

harness popruhy

He crawled along the  
21-metre arm of the 
crane and carefully 
wrapped the girl in a  
safety harness.

Impair narušiť

Lack of sleep can 
seriously impair 
doctors’ ability to take  
decisions.

implications následky

A chronic lack of sleep  
has serious 
implications for society  
in general.

incident nehoda

The girl who climbed 
up the crane will  
probably have no 
memory of the 
incident.

insomnia nespavosť
Some people can’t  
sleep because they  
suffer from insomnia.

intending mať v úmysle

They were worried that  
the girl might be  
intending to commit  
suicide.

ironic ironický

It is ironic that we 
admire people who 
function on very little  
sleep instead of  
criticizing them for  
being irresponsible.

jet-lagged trpiaci pásmovou 
chorobou

When you fly to 
another time zone you 
can become jet-lagged.

judgement úsudok
Lack of sleep can 
seriously impair your 
mood and judgement.

log poleno I sleep like a log for  
eight hours every night.

mask zakryť
Drinking caffeine can 
mask the symptoms of  
sleep deprivation.

myths mýtus Another of the myths  
about sleepwalkers is  



that they cannot injure  
themselves while they  
are sleepwalking.

nap zdriemnutie

Research has shown 
that short naps are 
very effective in  
restoring our energy  
levels and mood.

nightmares nočné mory
Do you often have  
nightmares or  
recurring dreams?

nuclear nukleárny

Human error caused by 
tiredness contributed to  
the worst nuclear 
accident in history.

oversleep zaspať My alarm clock didn’t  
go off and I overslept.

owing dlžný

They live in an almost  
permanent state of  
‘sleep debt’, owing 
their bodies perhaps 
25–30 hours of sleep.

passer-by okoloidúci

A passer-by saw the 
girl when he was  
walking past a building  
site.

pillows vankúše I like to sleep with two 
pillows.

priority priorita
You should give sleep a  
high priority in your  
life.

recurring opakujúci sa
Do you often have  
nightmares or 
recurring dreams?

restoring obnovenie

Research has shown 
that short naps are  
very effective in  
restoring our energy  
levels and mood.

routine rutina

Have a regular routine 
– try to go to bed at  
roughly the same time 
every day.

security guard člen ochranky

There was a security 
guard but he didn’t see  
her because he was  
watching TV.

siesta odpočinok Some people have a 
siesta after lunch.

site miesto

A passer-by saw the  
girl when he was  
walking past a building  
site.

spotted zahliadol
He spotted the 15-year-
old girl lying on the  
arm of the crane.

summit schôdzka na 
najvyššej úrovni

World summit 
meetings called to deal  
with a crisis often  



result in decisions  
being taken when 
everyone is severely  
sleep deprived.

tempt zvádzať
Late night TV and the  
internet tempt us away 
from our beds.

wrapped zabalil

He crawled along the  
21-metre arm of the 
crane and carefully 
wrapped the girl in a  
safety harness.

yawn zívať I can’t stop yawning, I  
think I’ll go to bed.

zone pásmo
When you fly to 
another time zone you 
can become jet-lagged.

5C Vocabulary Bank The Media

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

accurate presný
The film review was  
quite accurate.

advertisement
reklama

I never read the 
advertisements in the 
paper.

axed

obmedzený, 
pozastavený 

Thousands of jobs 
have been axed in the 
north.

back (v) podporiť

The Prime Minister is  
backing his  
Chancellor in the  
latest scandal.

biased neobjektívny

Jim thinks the news 
on Channel 5 is really  
biased.

cartoon

karikatúra, 
kreslený vtip

Have you seen the 
funny cartoon in  
today’s paper?

censored cenzurovaný

They weren’t allowed 
to publish all the  
details, the report  
was censored.

commentator komentátor
I’d like to be a sports  
commentator on TV.

critic kritik

In fact, most  
restaurant critics 
have a weight  
problem.

crossword krížovka

I always do the 
newspaper crossword 
when I go to bed.

editor vydavateľ Another awful thing is  
that editors can cut  
bits from your review  



without you knowing.

freelance journalist 
novinár na

As a freelance  
journalist, I can write  
for who I like.

front page titulná strana 

The most important  
news story goes on 
the front page.

hit (v) zasiahnuť

The stock market has 
been hit by fears of a 
new oil crisis.

horoscope horoskop

My horoscope says  
that today will be a 
lucky day for me.

newsreader hlásateľ správ

You have to speak 
very clearly to be a 
newsreader on TV or 
radio.

objective nestranný

I think the Observer  
is the most objective 
of the Sunday papers.

paparazzi

lovec fotografií  

The biggest  
celebrities are  
pursued by the 
paparazzi wherever  
they go.

presenter moderátor

Connie is the  
presenter of a well-
known children’s TV 
series.

press photographer 

fotograf pre tisk

There’s usually a  
press photographer 
at Heathrow Airport,  
looking out for  
famous people.

quiz (v) vypočúvať

Police are hoping to  
quiz another witness 
in the murder trial.

quit skončiť, odísť

The United boss says  
he’ll quit after his  
team’s shock defeat in  
the Cup.

reporter reportér

Every reporter wants  
to get their story on 
the front page.

review recenzia

Another awful thing is  
that editors can cut  
bits from your review 
without you knowing.

row hádka, spor

A famous actress was 
involved in a row 
over a bill in a 
restaurant.

sensational budiaci senzáciu

The report was too  
sensational, they 
made it sound more 
shocking than it  
really was.

small ads krátke inzeráty I sold my bike  
through the small ads 



in the paper.

tipped vytipovaný

Quentin Tarantino 
has been tipped to 
win another Osacr  
this year.

weather forecast 

predpoveď 
počasia

The weather forecast 
was quite good, so we 
might go out for the  
day.

wed vziať si /koho/

Look at this headline:  
Prince to wed 18-
year-old TV soap 
star!

5C More words to learn

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

shed kôlňa

Appledore FC have 
kicked 18 balls over  
Paul Vose’s garden 
wall, and they are  
now all locked inside  
his shed.

bound to

musieť, určite  

His garden is eight  
metres from the back 
of the goal, so some 
balls are bound to go 
over the wall

shoot strielať

‘Their strikers should  
learn to shoot better,’  
said Vose.

spokesman hovorca

A spokesman blamed 
the manufacturers for  
making the mistake.

performance vystúpenie

If the producer or the  
actors read what  
you’ve written and 
agree with you, they 
might actually change 
something and 
improve the 
performance.

down side nevýhoda

One of the main down 
sides is the 
unpredictability – you 
don’t work regular 
hours.

spectacular veľkolepý

I must have seen 
some of the most  
spectacular moments  
in sport over the past  
forty years.

make a living živiť sa

There are much  
harder ways to make 
a living than this.



debate debata

We’re going to have a 
debate about reality  
TV.

celebrity celebrita

The biggest  
celebrities are 
pursued by the 
paparazzi wherever  
they go.

More words in 5C

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

accept prijať, akceptovať 

Celebrities have to  
accept that the media  
publishes stories  
about their private  
lives.

accuse obviniť
Banks was accused of  
stealing her car.

admit priznať

He admitted taking 
the car without her  
permission.

advise radiť

His lawyer advised 
him not to say 
anything.

apologize ospravedlniť

‘I’ll have to apologize 
a lot when I see her,’  
he said.

assure uistiť

I’ve spent a lot of  
time driving up and 
down the motorways  
of Britain, which I  
can assure you isn’t  
much fun.

blamed viniť

A spokesman blamed 
the manufacturers for  
making the mistake.

claim (n) nárok

You should make a  
claim against them in 
court.

coach tréner

Gary Ford is the  
coach of the football  
team.

constant neustály
I’m fed up with the  
constant travelling.

convince presvedčiť

The negotiators tried  
to convince him not  
to jump by shouting 
to him.

deny poprieť

Barker denied being 
in the bank at the time 
of the robbery.

device zariadenie

A siren is a device  
which makes a loud 
noise as a signal or  
warning.

doorstep prah When he got home the 



door was locked and 
a suitcase with his  
things in it was on the  
doorstep.

exquisite znamenitý

I get the chance to eat  
the most wonderful,  
exquisite food in 
restaurants.

extent rozsah

To some extent the 
things which are  
potentially dangerous  
about the job are the 
reason why it is so  
exciting.

gossip (n) klebeta

We love to read all  
the celebrity gossip in  
the paper.

insist trvať na niečom 
He insisted on driving 
me home.

lawn trávnik

The kids are playing 
football on the lawn 
outside.

misspelling pravopisná chyba 

Local officials have 
apologized for  
misspelling the word 
‘grammar’ on a new 
road sign.

negotiators vyjednávači

The negotiators tried 
to convince him not to  
jump by shouting to  
him.

partly čiastočne

They choose the job 
partly because it’s  
dangerous.

persuade p@"sweId/ presvedčiť

posh luxusný

Everyone loves a free  
meal in a posh 
restaurant.

refuse (v) odmietnuť

A football team have  
threatened to sue a 
neighbour because he 
refused to give back 
their balls.

remind pripomenúť

Can you remind me 
to buy some milk  
when we go to town?

sudoku sukoku

I can’t do sudoku 
puzzles, they drive me 
mad.

sue zažalovať

A football team have  
threatened to sue a 
neighbour because he 
refused to give back 
their balls.

suggest navrhnúť

Dad suggested going 
to a restaurant for  
lunch.

talent talent It looked as if I’d  
never noticed this  



great new talent.

threaten vyhrážať sa

A football team have  
threatened to sue a 
neighbour because he 
refused to give back 
their balls.

tools náradie
I keep all my garden 
tools in the shed.

unknown neznámy

It’s an entirely new 
species, previously  
unknown to science.

unpredictability nepredvídateľnosť 

One of the main down 
sides is the  
unpredictability – 
you don’t work 
regular hours

unrepentant zanovitý

But Vose is  
unrepentant: ‘The 
footballers should 
learn to shoot better.’

weird čudný

The job has very  
weird hours and 
involves going to 
difficult places.

6A More words to learn

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

ancient antický,staroveký 

Behind that line lie  
all the capitals of the 
ancient states of  
Central and Eastern  
Europe.

astronaut kozmonaut

Before becoming an 
astronaut, he worked  
for the US navy.

beforehand vopred

I intended it as a 
surprise so I didn’t  
say anything 
beforehand.

global celosvetový

As Neil Armstrong 
became the first man 
to walk on the Moon, 
a global audience of  
500 million people  
were watching and 
listening.

mankind ľudstvo

Armstrong has 
always insisted that  
he wrote ‘one small  
step for a man, one 
giant leap for  
mankind.’

properly poriadne Make sure the 
equipment you need is  



working properly 
before you start.

punctual presný

Always be punctual:  
start on time and try  
to finish on time.

quote citát

It was the perfect  
quote for such a 
momentous occasion.

spacecraft kozmická loď

Armstrong and Buzz 
Aldrin landed the 
Apollo 11 spacecraft 
on the Moon on July  
20th 1969.

speech prejav

In a speech made in 
1963 King spoke of  
his ‘dream’ of a  
future when black and 
white people would  
be treated equally.

More words in 6A

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

abdicate
vzdať sa, 
abdikovať 

King Edward VIII  
(1894–1972) was the 
only British king ever  
to abdicate.

admire obdivovať

I really admire those 
scientists who used to  
test everything on 
themselves.

aeronautical letecký

Armstrong studied  
aeronautical 
engineering at the  
university.

amusing zábavný

I couldn’t understand 
why the audience  
didn’t find my jokes  
amusing.

analysis analýza

A computer expert  
used hi-tech sound 
analysis techniques to 
find out what  
Armstrong really  
said.

announce oznámiť

Edward had been  
king for only eleven  
months when he 
announced his  
decision to abdicate.

appropriate vhodný

Be careful about  
telling jokes – they  
may not be 
appropriate.

assassinate zavraždiť Martin Luther King 



was assassinated in  
Memphis in April  
1968.

auditorium poslucháreň

I’d seen the 
auditorium before 
and it was a nice  
room.

autograph autogram

Since 1994 
Armstrong has 
refused to give  
autographs.

barber holič

In 2005 he was 
involved in a lawsuit  
with an ex-barber,  
who tried to sell some 
of Armstrong’s hair.

boundary hranice

Churchill first used  
the phrase iron 
curtain’ to describe  
the boundary which 
ideologically and 
physically divided the  
East and the West.

broadcast vysielať

The word was 
inaudible on the 
recording which was 
broadcast to the 
world.

burden bremeno

I have found it  
impossible to carry  
the heavy burden of  
responsibility.

capsule kozmická kabína

In the hours between 
landing on the moon 
and stepping out of  
the capsule,  
Armstrong wrote his  
most memorable  
words.

civil rights občianske práva 

Martin Luther King 
was a leader of the  
American civil rights 
movement.

comic komiks

I’m going to talk to 
you today about one 
of my hobbies,  
collecting comics.

constitutionally ústavne

I have never wanted 
to withhold anything,  
but until now it has 
not been 
constitutionally 
possible for me to 
speak.

decade desaťročie

But now, after almost  
four decades, the 
spaceman has been 
vindicated.

delete zmazať I don’t know what I  



did, but I managed to  
delete the whole  
presentation.

descend zniesť sa

‘From Stettin in the  
Baltic to Trieste in  
the Adriatic, an iron  
curtain has 
descended across the  
continent.’

discharge (a duty) zbaviť /povinnosti

I have found it  
impossible to…
discharge my duties  
as King as I would 
wish to do…’

distracting rušivý

Even if something 
distracting happens,  
try not to lose your  
concentration.

divorcee rozvedená osoba 

Edward gave up the 
throne in order to 
marry an American  
divorcee, Wallis  
Simpson.

equally rovnako

King spoke of his  
‘dream’ of a future  
when black and white  
people would be 
treated equally.

equipment vybavenie

Make sure the 
equipment you need 
is working properly  
before you start.

establish nastoliť 

After the riots the  
government sent  
soldiers in to try to  
establish law and 
order.

float vznášať sa

Astronauts float in  
space because there  
is no gravity.

footprint stopa

Neil Armstrong made 
the first human 
footprint on the lunar 
surface.

guy chlapík

‘Neil is a modest guy 
but I think it means a 
lot to him to know 
that he didn’t make a 
mistake.’

halfway v polovici

I was halfway 
through my 
presentation and we 
had a break for  
coffee.

humanity ľudstvo In effect, the line  
means, ‘That’s one 
small step for  
mankind (i.e.  
humanity), one giant  



leap for mankind.’

ideologically ideologicky

Churchill first used  
the phrase ‘iron 
curtain’ to describe  
the boundary which 
ideologically and 
physically divided the  
East and the West.

improvise improvizovať

I had no presentation 
notes at all, so I had 
to improvise from 
what I could 
remember.

inaudible nepočuteľný

He said it so quickly  
that it was inaudible 
on the recording.

intend mať v úmysle

I intended it as a  
surprise so I didn’t  
say anything 
beforehand.

lawsuit súdny proces

In 2005 he was 
involved in a lawsuit 
with an ex-barber,  
who tried to sell some 
of Armstrong’s hair.

leap skok

Armstrong has 
always insisted that  
he wrote ‘one small  
step for a man, one 
giant leap for 
mankind.’

lunar mesačný

Neil Armstrong made 
the first human 
footprint on the lunar 
surface.

memorable nezabudnuteľný

Armstrong wrote  
what he knew would 
become some of the  
most memorable 
words in history.

momentous významný

It was the perfect  
quote for such a 
momentous occasion.

NASA

americký Štátny 
úrad pre letectvo a 
kozmonautiku 

But from the moment  
he said it, people  
have argued about 
whether the NASA 
astronaut got his lines  
wrong.

navy námorné sily

Before becoming an 
astronaut, he worked 
for the US navy.

obey riadiť sa 

If you don’t obey the 
law, you risk going to  
prison.

obligation povinnosť

We have an 
obligation to look 
after old people in 
our society.



profusely nastokrát

I just apologized  
profusely and invited 
the people who had 
already heard the talk  
to leave.

projector projektor

There was something 
wrong with the  
projector, and the 
screen was too dark.

relieved upokojený

Mr Ford’s findings  
have been presented  
to a relieved Mr 
Armstrong.

restore obnoviť

The army were called  
in to restore law and 
order.

slides diapozitívy 

As soon as I began 
my talk, people  
started complaining 
that they couldn’t see  
the slides.

spacecraft kozmická loď

Armstrong and Buzz 
Aldrin landed the 
Apollo 11 spacecraft 
on the Moon on July  
20th 1969.

sphere sféra

‘All these famous  
cities…lie in what I  
must call the Soviet  
sphere.’

stroll prechádzať sa

I was strolling along 
by the river when I  
noticed that several  
people were already  
having lunch.

surface povrch

Neil Armstrong made 
the first human 
footprint on the lunar 
surface.

techniques techniky

A computer expert  
used hi-tech sound 
analysis techniques 
to find out what  
Armstrong really  
said.

throne trón

Edward gave up the 
throne in order to  
marry an American  
divorcee, Wallis  
Simpson.

touch dotknúť sa

So I started touching 
keys on my laptop,  
and I managed to 
delete the whole  
presentation.

vindicate dať za pravdu

But now, after almost  
four decades, the  
spaceman has been 
vindicated.



withhold odmietnuť

‘I have never wanted 
to withhold anything,  
but until now it has 
not been 
constitutionally  
possible for me to 
speak.’

6B Vocabulary Towns and Cities

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

beggar žobrák

One evening a beggar 
approaches them and 
asks them for money.

bridge most

I had my photo taken  
on Westminster  
Bridge.

cable car lanovka

We took the cable car 
up to the top of the  
mountain.

cathedral katedrála

You really must visit  
the cathedral when 
you go to Durham.

(city / town) centre centrum
The station is quite  
near the town centre.

chapel kaplnka

In Wales, even small  
villages often have 
their own chapel.

concert hall koncertná sieň 

I’m surprised that  
Oxford hasn’t got a 
good concert hall.

cosmopolitan kozmopolitný 

London is a very  
cosmopolitan city. it’s  
full of people from 
different cultures.

cycle lane
chodník pre 
cyklistov 

There’s a cycle lane 
along the road from 
here to the town 
centre.

district štvrť

Our offices are in the  
financial district of  
London.

football stadium futbalový štadión 

The London club 
Arsenal moved to a 
new football stadium 
in 2006.

harbour prístav

The Pilgrim Fathers  
sailed from Plymouth  
harbour to the New 
World.

hill kopec

I always have to get  
off and push my bike  
up the hill.

historic historický Prague is a very  
historic city with many 



interesting old  
buildings and 
monuments.

homeless people bezdomovci

There are a lot of  
homeless people who 
sleep in the streets of  
London.

industrial priemyselný

It’s a very industrial 
city, there are a lot  
factories in and 
around it.

Landmark  pamätihodnosť

My favourite  
landmark is St Paul’s  
Cathedral

sights pamiatka

If I’m short of time,  
what three sights 
should I see?

law courts súdny dvor

The Law Courts on 
the Strand is a fine  
example of Gothic 
revival architecture.

mosque mešita

They’ve nearly  
finished building the  
new mosque.

neighbourhood susedstvo

Our neighbourhood is  
very quiet during the  
week.

outskirts periféria

There’s a large 
supermarket on the 
outskirts of the town.

overcrowding N/ preľudnenie 

In some parts of the  
city there is a lot of  
overcrowding, with  
too many people living 
in one building.

pedestrian street  pešia zóna

There’s a pedestrian 
street in the city centre  
where most of the  
shops are.

places of worship  svätyne

You’ll find a list of  
places of worship in  
the library.

polluted znečistený

This city is terribly  
polluted – the air is  
full of toxic chemicals.

pollution znečistenie

There is too much 
pollution, caused by 
car fumes and factory  
emissions.

poverty chudoba

The government are  
committed to ending 
child poverty in the 
UK.

provincial zaostalý

I think my city is very  
provincial – people 
here have a small-
town mentality.

run down schátralý This area of the city is  
quite run down – The 



buildings are in a bad 
condition.

skyscraper mrakodrap

The two girls are  
overwhelmed by the  
height of the  
skyscrapers.

slums chudobinská štvrť

There are slums in the 
outskirts of the city,  
where the houses are 
in very bad condition.

square námestie

I’ll meet you in the the  
café in the town 
square.

statue socha

We went to the top of  
the Statue of Liberty  
in New York harbour.

suburbs predmestia

They live in a house in  
the suburbs, just  
outside the city.

synagogue synagóga

I just met Miriam on 
her way to the  
synagogue.

taxi rank stanovište taxíkov

There’s a taxi rank 
outside the railway 
station.

temple chrám

Our school is used as 
a temple by the local  
Sikh community.

the old town  staré mesto

Did you visit the old  
town when you went  
to Stockholm?

tower veža

We visited the  
cathedral, but I didn’t  
climb to the top of the  
tower.

town hall radnica

You can get a 
information about the  
city from the town 
hall.

traffic jam dopravná zápcha 

Traffic jams are a 
problem in most major 
cities nowadays.

transport (n) doprva

If they improved  
public transport, I  
wouldn’t drive my car  
so often.

underground (n) metro

We can get the 
underground to the 
city centre.

vandalism vandlizmus

Vandalism and 
violence are often  
problems in some 
inner city areas.

vibrant pulzujúce

Buenos Aires is a 
vibrant city – It’s full  
of life and energy.



More words to learn in 6B

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

conveniences vymoženosti

They reject  
conveniences like  
electricity, telephones,  
and cars and focus on 
hard work, Christian  
worship, and family.

adolescent mladistvý

Normally after  
‘Rumspringa’ the vast  
majority of  
adolescents choose to  
stay in the Amish 
community.

ashamed hanbiaci sa 

I am ashamed to say I  
have never been on 
the London Eye.

dawn svitanie

But in winter the best  
place to be at dawn is  
in bed – definitely!

(happy/sad) ending koniec

I haven’t seen the film 
yet, so don’t tell me 
what the ending was. 

ocean oceán

Ruth is as excited as a  
little child when, for  
the first time in her  
life, she sees the  
ocean.

share zdielať

The six city kids in Los 
Angeles had no idea 
that they would be  
sharing a house with  
the Amish.

simple jednoduchý

Will they return to the  
simple life they’ve  
always lived?

sunset západ slnka

Where can you go to  
watch the sunset in 
London?

the vast majority veľká väčšina 

Normally after  
‘Rumspringa’ the vast  
majority of  
adolescents choose to 
stay in the Amish 
community.

6B

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

accommodation ubytovanie Where can I find  
cheap accommodation 



in Prague?

achievements dosiahnutie

When you see what the  
people of ancient  
times were capable of,  
it makes you feel  
humble about the 
achievements of our 
own age.

approach pristúpiť

One evening, a beggar 
approaches them and 
asks them for money.

bagel
slané pečivo 
kruhového tvaru

One of my favourite  
places to be at that  
time is the all-night  
bagel shop on Brick  
Lane.

beggar žobrák

One evening, a beggar 
approaches them and 
asks them for money.

boards lepenka

I didn’t know you 
could make something 
from boards with paint  
on them that would 
look so nice.

capable schopný

When you see what the  
people of ancient  
times were capable of,  
it makes you feel  
humble about the 
achievements of our  
own age.

commune (n) komúna

There is a large 
Italian commune in 
Buenos Aires.

community komunita 

Our school is used as 
a temple by the local  
Sikh community.

congestion zápcha

There’s a lot of traffic  
congestion, especially  
during the rush hour.

customs zvyky

Are there any local  
customs I should be 
aware of?

darkness tma

I couldn’t see in the  
darkness, and I  
twisted my ankle.

double-decker

poschodový 
autobus The best  
way to see the sights  
of Edinburgh is  
from a double-
decker bus.

poschodový autobus 
The best way to see  
the sights of  
Edinburgh is from a 
double-decker bus.

drinkable pitný
Is the local tap water  
drinkable?

elevator výťah

They are amused by 
parking metres, and 
they love riding on 
elevators.

enclosed uzatvorený In Kensington,  



Knightsbridge, and 
Chelsea, residential  
squares have enclosed 
gardens.

entertaining zábavný

The programme about  
the Amish was 
pleasantly  
entertaining.

exhibit (n) výstava

When I was in London 
I saw a wonderful  
exhibit at the National  
Gallery.

faith viera

Amish young people  
must decide whether  
to commit to the strict  
rules of their faith, or 
to leave behind the 
Amish lifestyle and 
their family forever.

feed kŕmiť

I have memories of  
feeding the squirrels  
in Hyde Park.

freeways diaľnica

The Amish were 
amazed at the number  
of cars on the five lane 
‘freeways’.

grocery potraviny

Even a trip to a 
grocery store is an 
adventure.

haggle
dohadovať sa o 
cene

Is there anywhere 
where I should haggle 
before I buy 
something?

hidden-away ukrytý

It is so hidden-away 
that when you catch 
your first sight of it,  
it’s always a thrill.

hire požičať si

Can I hire a bicycle?  
Is it a good city for  
cycling?

homelessness bezdomovstvo 

Homelessness is a  
problem in many big  
cities.

humble pokorný

When you see what the  
people of ancient  
times were capable of,  
it makes you feel  
humble about the 
achievements of our  
own age.

isolation izolácia

For 300 years this  
fascinating community  
has lived in isolation.

lifestyle životný štýl Amish young people  
must decide whether  
to commit to the strict  
rules of their faith, or  
to leave behind the 
Amish lifestyle and 



their family forever.

luggage batožina

It’s best not to take too  
much luggage on a 
weekend trip.

nightingale slávik

At night you can often  
hear nightingales 
singing.

outdoors vonku

The best thing to do 
outdoors is walk up 
Parliament Hill.

overcrowded preplnený

The trains are often  
overcrowded and 
uncomfortable.

overwhelmed uchvátený

The two girls are  
overwhelmed by the 
height of the  
skyscrapers.

parliament parlament

I’ve always liked the  
classic view of the  
Houses of Parliament 
from Westminster  
Bridge.

pavement chodník

One evening when 
they are eating at a  
pavement café, a 
beggar approaches  
them and asks them 
for money.

performance vystúpenie

A world famous 
violinist is giving a  
performance tonight  
at the Royal Albert  
Hall.

period obdobie

‘Rumspringa’ is the  
name of the period 
when Amish teenagers  
explore modern 
society.

pleasantly príjemne

The programme about  
the Amish was 
pleasantly 
entertaining.

queuing stáť v rade

I love queuing on the 
pavement outside for a 
salmon and cream 
cheese bagel in the  
early morning.

reject (v) odmietať

They reject 
conveniences like  
electricity, telephones,  
and cars.

remain zostať

Will they return to the  
simple life they’ve  
always lived, or will  
they choose to remain 
‘Amish in the City’?

renew obnoviť I’ll need to get my 
passport renewed 
before my next  



holiday.

reviewer kritik

The reviewer thinks  
that the Amish learned 
a lot from the city  
kids.

salmon losos

I love queuing on the 
pavement outside for a 
salmon and cream 
cheese bagel in the  
early morning.

scenery scenéria, príroda 

Scotland has some of  
the most beautiful  
scenery I’ve ever seen.

scorching spaľujúci

What would be a good 
thing to do on a  
scorching hot day?

sights pamätihodnosti

The best way to see  
the sights of  
Edinburgh is from a 
double-decker bus.

sightseeing
prehliadka 
pamätihodností 

If I’m short of time,  
what sightseeing 
should I do?

society spoločnosť

‘Rumspringa’ is the  
name of the period 
when Amish teenagers  
explore modern 
society.

spot miesto

Well, the views from 
the bridges are always  
spectacular and I  
imagine the London 
Eye, would be a good 
spot.

squirrel veverička

I have memories of  
feeding the squirrels 
in Hyde Park.

store obchod

Even a trip to a 
grocery store is an 
adventure.

thrill vzrušenie

It is so hidden-away 
that when you catch 
your first sight of it,  
it’s always a thrill.

tolerate tolerovať

During ‘Rumspringa’  
the Amish tolerate bad 
behaviour.

violence násilie

Vandalism and 
violence are often 
problems in some 
inner city areas.

6C More words to learn

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence



blind (adj) slepý

A ‘blind spot’ is a 
small area inside the  
eye which cannot see.

vanish zmiznúť

Harry Houdini once 
amazed the world by 
making an elephant  
vanish.

illusion zdanie

This simple illusion 
works because each of  
our eyes has a ‘blind 
spot’, a small area 
inside the eye which  
cannot see.

bizarre záhadný

In his laboratory in  
Cambridge Newton 
often did the most  
bizarre experiments.

substance látka

His one failing was a 
curious insistence on  
tasting a little of every  
substance he worked  
with.

toxic jedovatý

In 1786 Scheele was 
found dead in his  
laboratory surrounded 
by a large number of  
toxic chemicals

lens čočka

Once, while  
investigating how 
lenses transmit light,  
Newton inserted a  
long needle into his  
eye.

in search of hľadať

Throughout history  
scientists have risked  
their health and their  
lives in their search of  
the truth.

desert (n) púšť

While driving in the  
Tanami desert,  
another vehicle  
crashed into them.

genius génius

Sir Isaac Newton, the  
seventeenth century  
scientist, was a  
genius.

More words in 6C

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

aboard na palube

Some of his ashes  
were sent to the moon 
aboard the Lunar 
Prospector spacecraft  
and scattered there.



absorb pohlcovať

If something absorbs 
all colours of the  
spectrum, it appears  
black.

ashes popol

Some of his ashes 
were sent to the moon 
aboard the Lunar 
Prospector spacecraft  
and scattered there.

atom atóm
Everything is made up 
of atoms.

beneficial prospešný

Nobody realized what  
a dangerous and 
deadly substance it  
was – in fact most  
people thought that it  
was beneficial.

biologist biológ

A biologist studies  
living things, like  
animals and plants.

biology biológia
I was very bad at  
biology at school.

blue-eyed modrooký

If blue-eyed parents  
have children, they  
will have blue eyes  
too.

carriage koč

Pierre Curie was run 
over by a carriage 
while crossing the  
street in Paris.

cells bunky
All living things have  
cells.

chemicals chemikálie

In 1786 Scheele was 
found dead in his  
laboratory surrounded 
by a large number of  
toxic chemicals.

chemist chemik

The Swedish chemist 
Karl Scheele was the  
first person to find a  
way to manufacture  
phosphorus.

chlorine chlór

He in fact discovered  
eight more elements,  
including chlorine.

clinical klinický, vedecký 

People can volunteer  
to be guinea pigs in 
clinical trials.

comet kométa

Eugene Shoemaker  
later did research into 
the comets of the 
planet Jupiter.

craters krátery

He spent a large part  
of his life investigating  
craters on the moon.

cyanide kyanid His one failing was a 
curious insistence on  
tasting a little of every  
substance he worked  



with, including 
mercury and cyanide.

darkened temný

He escaped suffering  
permanent damage,  
though he had to 
spend some days in a 
darkened room before 
his eyes recovered.

deadly smrteľný

Nobody realized what  
a dangerous and 
deadly substance it  
was – in fact most  
people thought that it  
was beneficial.

develop vyvinúť

Isaac Newton 
developed the notion 
of gravity after seeing  
an apple fall.

digit číslica

Think of a number  
between 1 and 50 that  
contains two odd 
digits.

displace vytlačiť

Archimedes realized  
that the volume of an  
object could be 
calculated by the 
amount of water it  
displaced.

element prvok

He in fact discovered  
eight more elements,  
including chlorine.

freelance nezávislý

With us tonight to talk  
about this book is  
Steven Hutchinson, a 
freelance journalist.

genes gény

A geneticist studies the 
genes that control  
what a person or plant  
is like.

geneticist genetik

A geneticist studies  
the genes that control  
what a person or plant  
is like.

gorilla gorila

During the film, while 
the two teams were 
playing basketball, a  
woman dressed as a  
gorilla walked onto 
the court.

grant udeliť

Shoemaker was 
granted a special  
honour after his death.

guinea pig pokusný králik

People can volunteer  
to be guinea pigs in 
clinical trials.

honour ocenenie

Shoemaker was 
granted a special  
honour after his  
death.



invertebrates bezstavovce

Both insects and 
spiders are  
invertebrates.

lead olovený

Marie Curie’s  
laboratory books are  
kept in special lead 
boxes.

leukaemia leukémia

Marie Curie 
experienced radiation  
sickness and died of  
leukaemia in 1934.

mercury ortuť

His one failing was a 
curious insistence on  
tasting a little of every  
substance he worked  
with, including 
mercury and cyanide.

miraculously zázračne

Miraculously, no 
long-lasting damage 
was done to his eye.

notion pojem

Isaac Newton 
developed the notion 
of gravity after seeing  
an apple fall.

ostrich pštros

Do ostriches really  
put their head in the  
sand?

oxygen kyslík

When we breathe out,  
how much of that air  
is oxygen?

pharmaceutical lekárenský

Pharmaceutical 
companies try to  
develop new drugs to  
cure illnesses and 
diseases.

phosphorus fosfor

Karl Scheele was the  
first person to find a  
way to manufacture  
phosphorus.

physicist fyzik
Isaac Newton was a 
famous physicist.

physics fyzika

Physics is the study of  
natural forces, e.g.  
light, sound, heat,  
electricity, etc.

protective ochranný

People who want to  
see Marie Curie’s  
books have to wear 
protective clothing.

radiation radiácia

Marie Curie 
experienced radiation 
sickness and died of  
leukaemia in 1934.

radioactive radioaktívny

There was even a 
hotel in New York 
which, in the 1920s,  
advertised ‘the  
therapeutic effect of its  
radioactive waters’.



scatter rozptýliť

Some of his ashes  
were sent to the moon 
aboard the Lunar 
Prospector spacecraft  
and scattered there.

science veda

I had to give a talk to  
some students at the  
science and 
technology department  
of London University.

scientific vedecký

What do you think is  
the most important  
scientific discovery of  
recent years?

scientist vedec

Sir Isaac Newton, the  
seventeenth century  
scientist, was a 
genius.

sickness choroba

Marie Curie 
experienced radiation  
sickness and died of  
leukaemia in 1934.

spectrum škála

If something absorbs 
all colours of the  
spectrum, it appears  
black.

spot miesto

A ‘blind spot’ is a  
small area inside the  
eye which cannot see.

stick prilepiť

He thought of a way of  
using the weak glue to  
make Post-it notes,  
notes that would stick 
to something but not  
too much.

structure zloženie

A chemist studies the  
structure of  
substances, what  
happens in different  
situations, and when 
they are mixed with 
each other.

surround obklopený

In 1786 Scheele was 
found dead in his  
laboratory 
surrounded by a large 
number of toxic  
chemicals

theory teória

Isaac Newton’s  
experiments proved 
his theory that gravity  
existed.

therapeutic liečebný

There was even a 
hotel in New York 
which, in the 1920s,  
advertised ‘the  
therapeutic effect of  
its radioactive  
waters’.



throughout po celú dobu

Throughout history 
scientists have risked  
their health and their  
lives in their search of  
the truth.

transmit prenášať

Once, while  
investigating how 
lenses transmit light,  
Newton inserted a  
long needle into his  
eye.

vanish zmiznúť

Harry Houdini once 
amazed the world by 
making an elephant  
vanish.

vision zrak

On another occasion 
he stared at the sun to 
discover what effect  
this would have on his  
vision.

volunteer dobrovoľník

People can volunteer 
to be guinea pigs in 
clinical trials.

voucher kupón

This book has a book 
token in the back, a  
voucher that you can 
use to buy another  
book.

worth stáť za to

His book is full of tips  
– it’s really worth 
reading.

7A More words to learn

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

challenge výzva 
I wish I had always  
said yes to challenges.

drive (someone) mad 

doháňať 
(niekoho)do 
šialenstva 

It drives me mad when 
people wear 
sunglasses indoors.

gentle mierny

I wish I had been more 
gentle with people in  
that situation and not  
reacted so angrily.

 gets on my nerves liezť na nervy

It really gets on my 
nerves when people 
shout on mobile  
phones.

gorgeous úžasný

I wish I’d known what  
I was going to look 
like thirty years later,  
because then I might  
have realized how 
gorgeous I was then.

loads of veľa When I was 19 I was  



starring on TV and 
making loads of 
money.

make up (your) mind rozhodnúť sa
I can’t make up my 
mind what to wear

trolley nákupný vozík

It really annoys me  
when you get a trolley 
in a supermarket and 
one of the wheels is  
broken.

waste (n) plytvanie

I looked great but I  
didn’t appreciate it –  
what a waste!

witty duchaplný

I used to think I had to  
be intelligent and witty 
in social situations.

More words in 7A

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

advantage výhoda

I’ve always regretted  
not taking more  
advantage of those 
three years.

afford dovoliť si

Now he wants to buy 
an expensive car, but  
he can’t afford it.

appreciate oceniť, vážiť si

I looked great but I  
didn’t appreciate it – 
what a waste!

apprenticeship učňovské roky

I suppose it is what  
you would call ‘an 
apprenticeship’; I  
would have learnt to 
become an engineer.

bare absolútny 

I just did the bare 
minimum – I read 
what I had to, but  
never anything more.

burnt spáliť sa

I stayed under the sun 
lamp for too long and 
I got burnt.

courage odvaha

I regret not having 
had the courage to  
chat up a guy who I  
saw at a party last  
summer.

delighted potešený

I was delighted to  
meet her, she was a 
delightful person.

delightful pôvabná

I was delighted to 
meet her, she was a 
delightful person.

depress deprimovať
I’ve been feeling a bit  
depressed lately.



depressed deprimujúci

I wish the sun would 
come out, I find these  
grey days so 
depressing.

earning zarábať si

I wish I’d saved more 
money when I was 
earning a good 
salary.

embarrassed zahanbený

I felt embarrassed,  
and used to walk  
around with my hands  
in front of my face so 
as not to be 
recognized.

embarrassing trápny

I made an 
embarrassing mistake  
at work today.

equipment náradie

It’s really annoying 
when dentists try to  
chat to you when your  
mouth is full of  
equipment.

essay esej

I left all my essays 
until the last minute  
and kept them as short  
as I could.

exhausting vyčerpávajúci

What an exhausting 
day! I need to relax 
and put my feet up.

extravagant márnotratný

John has always been 
extravagant and never  
has much money in the  
bank.

extremely nesmierne
We were extremely 
impressed by your CV.

fame sláva

I wish I’d known that  
it’s possible to enjoy  
the good things about  
fame.

fancy
byť niekým 
priťahovaný

I really fancied him – 
he was very good 
looking.

fault chyba

Well, it’s not my fault.  
You’ve got no self  
control!

frustrate rozčúlený

I get very frustrated 
when I speak French 
and people don’t  
understand me.

Fulfilling uspokojujúci

I think it would have 
opened doors for me 
and my professional  
life would have been 
more fulfilling.

gel gél

There’s no bath gel 
left, we need to buy 
some more.

hazard nebezpečný It drives me mad when 
drivers double park in  



a busy street and then 
put their hazard lights 
on.

ignorance nevedomosť

Paula talks about her  
ignorance of the best  
way to treat other  
people.

impressed zaujatý
We were extremely  
impressed by your CV.

impressive pôsobivý
Your CV was 
extremely impressive.

indoors vnútri, v budove

It drives me mad when 
people wear 
sunglasses indoors.

insecurity neistota

Paula talks about her  
insecurity about her  
appearance.

lecture prednáška

I only went to the  
compulsory lectures,  
never the optional  
ones.

misjudge zle odhadnúť

Paula talks about a  
time when she 
misjudged other 
people.

offended urazený
I was really offended 
by what you said.

offensive urážlivé
What you said was 
really offensive.

pale bledý

I was a bit pale so I  
decided to go to a  
suntan studio the day 
before the 
competition.

pavement chodník

It drives me mad when 
cyclists ride on the  
pavement.

pound libra

I wish I had a pound 
for every time I’ve  
chosen the one broken 
one.

Properly poriadne

I wish I had learned 
sooner how to listen to 
people properly.

scared vystrašený
I was scared during 
the film.

scary strašidelný
The film was very  
scary.

skimpy krátky

The top and skirt I  
wore were really  
skimpy.

star hrať hlavnú úlohu 

Paula Wilcox was best  
known for her role in 
a TV series which she 
starred in when she 
was only 19.

starring hrajúci hlavnú 
úlohu

When I was 19 I was  
starring on TV and 
making loads of  



money.

tan opálenie

I wanted to get a nice  
tan really quickly, and 
I stayed under the  
lamp about 20 
minutes.

terrify vydesiť

We were terrified 
when the plane 
suddenly began to lose  
height.

thrill vzrušiť

It was a thrilling 
match, England won 
3–2.

tire unaviť sa

The journey had been  
very tiring, so he 
decided to go to bed 
early.

treat zaobchádzať

Paula talks about her  
ignorance of the best  
way to treat other 
people.

unbelievable neuveriteľný

The end of the film 
was totally  
unbelievable.

unique jedinečný

I wish I’d realized at  
the time that this was 
a unique opportunity  
to read lots of novels.

7B Vocabulary Bank Business and Advertising

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

advertisement (or 
advert; ad) reklama

Have you bought  
something recently  
which wasn’t as good 
as the advertisement 
made you think?

employee zamestnanec

When employees from 
neighbouring floors 
heard about the 
bagels, they wanted 
some too.

employer zamestnávateľ

An employer is a 
person or company  
who employs other  
people.

branch pobočka, filiálka

There’s a branch of  
that supermarket in  
mearly every town.

business podnik

It started as a small  
family business and 
then became much  
bigger.

chain reťazec The business has been 
taken over by a well-



known supermarket  
chain.

client zákazník, klient

Most of out clients are 
independent clothes  
shops.

cold calling
neohlásená 
návšteva

I don’t think cold 
calling is a very  
effective form of  
advertising.

colleague kolega

At the office Christmas  
party, colleagues 
would introduce him 
as “the guy who 
brings in the bagels”.

commercial reklama

I always turn the  
sound off when the  
commercials come on 
the TV.

company spoločnosť

Within a few years,  
Feldman was 
delivering 8,400 
bagels a week to 140 
companies.

customer zákazník

We export to 
customers all over the 
world.

do a deal (= business 
agreement)

uzavrieť/zjednať 
obchod 

We did a deal with a 
supplier in Hong Kong 
to make our jackets.

do business (with) obchodovať

We used to do 
business with a 
company in Prague.

expand rozšíriť sa

Our company is  
expanding into new 
markets.

export (v) vyvážať

We export to 
customers all over the  
world.

firm (n) firma

I work for a well-
known firm of  
accountants.

head of department  

He’s the head of  
department in  
Purchasing.

head office centrála

The records are held 
in our head office in 
London.

import (v) dovážať

Most of our materials  
are imported from the 
far east.

junk mail
reklamná/propaga
čná pošta

I throw all my junk 
mail straight into the  
bin.

launch (a new product) uviesť/dať na trh 
We’re launching the 
new designs next year.

logo logo
Everyone knows the  
McDonald’s logo.

make a decision urobiť rozhodnutie We need to make a  
decision about this  



soon.

make a loss byť stratový 

We made a loss in the 
first year, but we’re  
doing well now.

make a profit mať zisk
We should be making 
a profit by next year.

make money zarábať

You’ll never make 
money unless you’re  
prepared to work 
hard.

make (somebody) 
redundant (=sack 
somebody because 
he/she isn’t needed any 
more)

byť prepustený z 
práce

James has just been 
made redundant.

manager manažér, riaditeľ

I’ll ask my manager if  
I can have Friday off  
work.

manufacture vyrábať

The Mini car is  
manufactured in  
Oxford.

market (v) predávať

But then Simon 
discovered Pumavite  
tablets, an exclusive  
product marketed by 
Cure Everything 
Pharmaceuticals.

market leader ovládajúci trh

They’re the market  
leaders in women’s  
clothing.

market research prieskum trhu

We did a lot of market  
research before 
deciding to set up the  
business.

MD (= managing 
director) riaditeľ (podniku) 

The MD wants to 
discuss sales at the  
team meeting.

merge (with another 
company) zlúčiť (sa)

We’ve decided to  
merge our business  
with another company.

multinational nadnárodný

It’s a big 
multinational, with 
offices in six  
countries.

owner vlastník, majiteľ

I’m not the owner of  
the business, I’m just  
the manager.

set up (a company) založiť

We did a lot of market  
research before  
deciding to set up the 
business.

slogan slogan

We need to think of a 
good advertising 
slogan.

staff zamestnanci

They employ 450 staff  
at their Madrid  
branch.

take over (another 
company)   

prevziať They’ve been taken 
over by a German 



company.

More words to learn

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

analyse analyzovať

He took a job in  
Washington,  
analysing weapons 
expenditures for the  
US Navy.

available k dispozícii

After they’ve been  
sold, there won’t be  
any more available.

bagel
slané pečivo 
kruhového tvaru

When employees from 
neighbouring floors 
heard about the 
bagels, they wanted 
some too.

brand značka, druh

I think that this  
lemonade tastes better  
than any other brand.

(to be) fooled dať sa napáliť

But don’t be fooled – 
even if it everybody is  
doing it, everybody  
CAN be wrong.

guy chlapík

Colleagues would 
introduce him as “the  
guy who brings in the 
bagels”.

leftovers (n pl) zvyšky

He would return 
before lunch to pick  
up the money and the 
leftovers.

scarce vzácny

But no manufactured 
products are ever  
scarce.

subscribe predplatiť si

Get a free camera 
when you subscribe to  
our magazine for two 
years.

workout (n) cvičenie, tréning

Together these 
produce exactly the  
same effect as a two-
hour workout at the 
gym.

More words in 7B

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

abbreviation skratka You can also use the 
abbreviation ‘ad’  



when talking about  
advertisements.

administrative administratívny

The lower two floors  
were people who 
worked in sales, and 
service, and 
administrative 
employees.

affect ovplyvniť

The bagel data also  
suggests that your  
mood, how you feel,  
affects how honest you 
are.

agricultural poľnohospodársky

Trained as an 
agricultural 
economist, he wanted 
to tackle world 
hunger.

analyst analytik

Within a few years,  
Feldman was earning 
as much as he had 
made as a research  
analyst.

attribute
prisudzovať, 
pripisovať

He attributed the 
underpayment to 
oversight, not fraud.

authority autorita

The bigger the  
authority, the more 
powerful the  
advertising message 
is.

bombard
bombardovať, 
zasypávať

From then on, they 
will bombard you with 
more direct  
advertising.

brochure brožúra

Do you think 
manufacturers really  
want to spend their  
money on sending you 
a free brochure?

campaign kampaň

In spite of a huge 
marketing campaign,  
sales haven’t  
improved.

circumstances okolnosti

In what circumstances 
did people tend to  
steal more?

data údaje

So what does the 
bagel data tell us  
about the kind of  
offices that were not  
honest?

deliver doručiť

Within a few years,  
Feldman was 
delivering 8,400 
bagels a week to 140 
companies.

demand dopyt The demand for  
organic produce has 



grown enormously.

demonstrate predviesť

Can you demonstrate 
what the robot can 
do?

dishonest nečestný

Downloading music  
from the Internet  
without paying is  
dishonest.

download stiahnuť

Downloading music  
from the Internet  
without paying is  
dishonest.

dozen tucet

Eventually he was  
bringing in 15 dozen 
bagels a week.

edition náklad
They said it was a 
limited edition DVD.

engaged zaangažovaný

He earned good 
money, but he wasn’t  
fully engaged in his  
work.

executive riadiaci

It turned out that the  
least honest floor was 
the executive floor!

exist existovať

Do the authorities  
mentioned really  
exist?

expenditure výdavky

He took a job in  
Washington, analysing  
weapons expenditures 
for the US Navy.

factor faktor, okolnosť

The weather is a 
really important  
factor.

fake napodobenina
He said it was real,  
but it’s a fake.

guaranteed garantovaný

It is guaranteed to  
work and is the best  
investment I have ever  
made.

gym-toned
formovaný 
posilňovňou

But of course the  
person in the advert is  
a gym-toned model!

hunger hlad

Trained as an 
agricultural  
economist, he wanted 
to tackle world 
hunger.

ingredient prísada

Its special secret  
ingredient gets to 
work immediately.

institute inštitút, ústav

When his research  
institute fell under  
new management, he 
decided to quit his job.

investment investícia

It is guaranteed to 
work and is the best  
investment I have ever  
made.



leaflet leták

I picked up a leaflet 
about mobile phones  
in the store.

measure stanoviť, určiť

By measuring the 
money collected, he  
found it possible to tell  
just how honest his  
customers were.

miracle zázrak

It’s absolutely  
fantastic and a  
miracle cure for  
people like me.

muscles svaly
Simon has muscles to 
die for!

navy námorné sily

He took a job in  
Washington, analysing  
weapons expenditures  
for the US Navy.

neighbouring susediaci

When employees from 
neighbouring floors  
heard about the 
bagels, they wanted 
some too.

nutritionist odborník na výživu

My dog biscuits are  
recommended by the 
International  
Association of Dog 
Nutritionists.

oversight prehliadnutie

He attributed the 
underpayment to 
oversight, not fraud.

penny penca

He found it possible to  
tell, down to the  
penny, just how 
honest his customers  
were.

pirate pirátsky
Have you ever bought  
a pirate DVD?

pitch balamutenie
He solicited customers  
with a simple pitch.

pop-up
objavujúce sa 
okná 

Website pop-ups drive 
me mad.

proportion časť, podiel

The proportion of  
people who paid was 
very high.

refund (v) vrátiť peniaze
Can you refund me 
the cost of my ticket?

refund (n) vrátenie peňazí     

Sorry, we don’t give  
refunds, but you can 
exchange it for a new 
one.

response ohlas, reakcia

We had a good 
response to our  
advertising campaign.

rise nárast

There has been a rise 
in the number of  
people using public 
transport.

sack výpoveď John’s just got the  



sack, they’re closing 
his branch down.

senior-level vyššie postavený

He held senior-level 
jobs and earned good 
money.

serrated zúbkovaný

He would bring in  
some bagels, a  
serrated knife, and 
cream cheese.

sponsorship sponzorstvo

Our team have done a 
sponsorship deal with 
a sports company.

standards skratka

You can also use the 
abbreviation ‘ad’  
when talking about  
advertisements.

stocks administratívny

The lower two floors  
were people who 
worked in sales, and 
service, and 
administrative 
employees.

supply ovplyvniť

The bagel data also  
suggests that your  
mood, how you feel,  
affects how honest you 
are.

tackle poľnohospodársky

Trained as an 
agricultural 
economist, he wanted 
to tackle world 
hunger.

Thanksgiving analytik

Within a few years,  
Feldman was earning 
as much as he had 
made as a research  
analyst.

underpayment
prisudzovať, 
pripisovať

He attributed the 
underpayment to 
oversight, not fraud.

unintentionally autorita

The bigger the  
authority, the more 
powerful the  
advertising message 
is.

vast
bombardovať, 
zasypávať

From then on, they 
will bombard you with 
more direct  
advertising.

weapons brožúra

Do you think 
manufacturers really  
want to spend their  
money on sending you 
a free brochure?

within kampaň

In spite of a huge 
marketing campaign,  
sales haven’t  
improved.



7C More words to learn

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

cab taxi
We can take a cab to  
the station.

capture zajatie

The ancient Romans 
would often avoid  
capture by throwing 
off their capes when 
fleeing so that they  
could run more 
quickly.

cloak plášť 

The stranger was  
wearing a long black 
cloak.

flee utiecť, zutekať

The ancient Romans 
would often avoid  
capture by throwing 
off their capes when 
fleeing so that they  
could run more 
quickly.

genuine pravý, originálny
Is this a genuine Van 
Gogh?

leave a tip nechať 
I only leave a tip if the 
service has been good.

on the spot    na mieste

If the borrower was  
over the limit, the  
clerk broke the tile on 
the spot.

plastic surgery plastická operácia
I’m having plastic  
surgery on my nose.

slang slang

It’s better not to use  
slang when you’re  
learning a language.

tile účet

If the borrower was  
over the limit, the  
clerk broke the tile on 
the spot.

More words in 7C

Headword Phonetics Translation text Example sentence

acronym akronym

Some people think that  
‘tip’ is an acronym 
meaning ‘To Insure 
Promptness’.

addict závislý
Her brother’s a drug 
addict.

algebra algebra I was very good at  



algebra at school.

antisocial nespoločenský
Come with us, don’t  
be antisocial!

apply
žiadať, uchádzať 
sa

She applied for a job 
with a company in 
London.

autobiography autobiografia

He’s writing his  
autobiography, and 
he’s only 21!

autograph autogram
I’ve got Madonna’s  
autograph.

biannual polročný
We publish a biannual 
report.

bilingual
bilingválny, 
dvojjazyčný

Jane is bilingual, her  
mother’s French and 
her father’s Dutch.

bounce
nadskakovať,posk
akovať

The first carriages  
bounced up and down 
so much that they 
reminded people of  
goats jumping on a  
hillside.

cape plášť

The ancient Romans 
would often avoid  
capture by throwing 
off their capes when 
fleeing so that they  
could run more 
quickly.

carriage koč

The first carriages 
bounced up and down 
so much that they 
reminded people of  
goats jumping on a  
hillside.

clerk úradník

If the borrower was  
over the limit, the  
clerk broke the tile on 
the spot.

cloth látka

Genoa was the first  
city to make denim 
cloth.

colonists kolonialisti

Colonists in New 
England mixed 
tomatoes into the 
sauce and it became 
known as ‘tomato 
ketchup’.

credit kreditný

Like credit cards,  
these tiles were  
imprinted with the 
owner’s name, his  
credit limit, and the  
name of the bank.

desirable žiaduci

Home ownership  
made these men 
extremely desirable 
marriage partners.

exclaim zvolať The man then 



exclaimed, ‘These 
fruit are naga ranga’  
that is, ‘poison for 
elephants’.

ex-husband  
exmanžel I get on quite well with 

my ex-husband.

former bývalý

She’s a former 
dancer, she used to be  
very good.

gain získať

Tennis lost popularity  
in France and gained 
popularity in England 
at the same time.

goat koza

The first carriages  
bounced up and down 
so much that they 
reminded people of  
goats jumping on a  
hillside.

graffiti grafitty
The walls are covered  
in graffiti.

grain obilie

Muesli is a mixture of  
grains, nuts and dried 
fruits.

hillside svah

The first carriages  
bounced up and down 
so much that they 
reminded people of  
goats jumping on a  
hillside.

Hooligan chuligán
Two young hooligans 
vandalised my car.

impressionist impresionista
I like Monet best of all  
the Impressionists.

intensely intenzívne

He stared at her  
intensely as she 
crossed the room.

ketchup kečup

in 1790 some 
American colonists  
mixed tomatoes into  
the sauce and it  
became known as  
‘tomato ketchup’.

macho mužný

Dan’s not my type,  
he’s a bit too macho 
for me.

marital manželský

The word ‘husband’  
originally had nothing 
to do with marital 
status.

microscopic 
mikroskopický

The police found 
microscopic particles  
of glass in his clothes.

mispronounce 

zle/chybne 
vysloviť

Are there any English 
words you sometimes  
mispronounce?

misspell
urobiť pravopisnú 
chybu

‘Accommodation’ is a  
word which people  
often misspell.



mixture zmes

Muesli is a mixture of  
grains, nuts and dried 
fruits.

monosyllable
jednoslabičné 
slovo

Janey’s new boyfriend 
only seems to be able  
to speak in  
monosyllables. 

muesli müsli

Muesli is a mixture of  
grains, nuts and dried  
fruits.

multitasking 

vykonávať viacej 
činností naraz

Who do you think are  
better at multitasking,  
men or women?

newborn novorodenec

In Ancient Rome, a  
father legally claimed 
his newborn child as  
being his by placing 
the child on his knee.

originate
vzniknúť, mať 
pôvod

No one is sure where  
this word originated.

overpaid

Are there any 
professions which you 
think are overpaid?

overworked  
prepracovaný

I think I’m 
overworked and 
underpaid.

placed umiestnený

the word ‘genuine’  
originally meant  
‘placed on the knees’.

porcelain porcelain

Many banks in post-
Renaissance Europe 
issued small,  
porcelain ‘borrower’s  
tiles’ to their  
customers.

Postgraduate 

postgraduálny 
študent

Mark is a  
postgraduate student  
at Dundee University.

post-Renaissance postrenesančný

Many banks in post-
Renaissance Europe 
issued small,  
porcelain ‘borrower’s  
tiles’ to their  
customers.

preconceived predpojatý

Try not to go to see  
the film with any 
preconceived ideas.

pre-cooked predvarený
How often do you buy 
pre-cooked meals?

prefix predpona

One way of making 
new words is by  
adding a prefix at the 
beginning of a word.

promptness promptnosť

Some people think that  
‘tip’ is an acronym 
meaning ‘To Insure 
Promptness’.

renamed premenovať They renamed the 
sauce ‘ketchup’,  



because it was a bit  
easier for the English  
to pronounce.

reward odmeniť

This was the Latin 
name for a slave given  
to Roman soldiers to  
reward them for 
performance in battle.

rewind pretočiť
Let’s rewind the tape 
and listen again.

semi-final semifinále

United have reached 
the semi-final of the 
Cup.

slave otrok

This was the Latin 
name for a slave given 
to Roman soldiers to  
reward them for 
performance in battle.

spices korenie
The sauce was made 
from fish and spices.

status status, postavenie

The word ‘husband’  
originally had nothing 
to do with marital  
status.

subtitles titulky

Do you prefer  
watching foreign with  
subtitles or in your  
language?

suffix prípona

A suffix at the end of  
a word changes the 
grammar of the word.

sum suma

The word was 
underworld slang 
meaning to pass on a 
small sum of money.

tanned opálený
You look very tanned 
after your holiday! 

tempting lákavý

This tree was full of  
beautiful, tempting 
oranges.


